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A leucemia linfoide aguda (LLA) é o tipo de câncer mais comum a se manifestar na infância,
apesar de apresentar rápida evolução em seu quadro clínico a LLA possui relativamente
baixa mortalidade quando identificada e tratada em seu estágio inicial. Como o diagnóstico
de LLA é feito por médicos hematologistas com base na análise microscópica de lâminas
contendo amostras de sangue periférico, o que pode ser considerado um trabalho lento e
cansativo impactando no desempenho do médico, o desenvolvimento de ferramentas que
auxiliem neste processo é uma necessidade real. A proposta deste trabalho é apresentar um
algoritmo capaz de segmentar os leucócitos existentes, extrair e selecionar características
gerando uma representação compacta e por fim utilizar um classificador para diferenciar
imagens de sangue periférico de pacientes saudáveis de pacientes portadores de LLA. A
base de imagens ALL_IDB foi escolhida para ser utilizada por ser uma base de domínio
público e também utilizada em outros trabalhos permitindo comparações precisas, e
apresentar diversas dificuldades encontradas no trabalho com imagens provenientes de
microscópio, como diferentes tipos de iluminação e zoom. Das 108 imagens utilizadas nos
testes 107 foram classificadas corretamente, resultando em uma acurácia de 0,99 sendo
este valor maior que o melhor trabalho encontrado na literatura atual, mesmo o único caso
classificado erroneamente foi um falso positivo o que no contexto da aplicação é menos
grave do que um falso negativo.
Palavras-chave: Leucemia Linfoide Aguda, Processamento de Imagens, Reconhecimento
de Padrões, Texturas, Classificadores Lineares
ABSTRACT
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is the most common type of cancer in childhood.
Despite presenting a rapid evolution in its clinical condition, ALL has a relatively low
mortality when identified and treated in its initial stage. Due to the fact that the ALL
diagnosis is made by hematologists based on the microscopic analysis of the peripheral
blood smear slices, which can be considered a tedious and tiring work, impacting on
the doctor’s performance, the development of tools that would help in this process is
a real necessity. Thus, the purpose of this work is to present an algorithm capable of
segmenting the existing leukocytes from blood smear images, extracting and selecting the
most representative features, generating a compact representation, so as to finally use
a classifier to differentiate the peripheral blood smear images of healthy patients from
patients with ALL. The ALL_IDB image base was chosen for being a public domain base
and also used in other works, thus allowing accurate comparisons, as well as revealing
several difficulties that are faced when working with microscopic images, such as different
types of lighting and distinct zoom levels. The final results were expressive and reached an
accuracy of 0.99, where, from the 108 images used in the tests, 107 were classified correctly.
This result is higher than the best one found in the latest literature, and the only image
classified as being wrong was a false positive which in the application context is not the
worse case scenario.
Keywords: Acute Lymphoid Leukemia, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition, Textures,
Linear Classifiers
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1 INTRODUCTION
Leukemias are a group of cancers that manifest in the blood, more specifically
in white blood cells (leukocytes). Leukemias that attack leukocytes are divided into two
groups: myeloid and lymphoid, according to the leukocyte lineage that has mutated. There
are also sub-groups of lymphoid and myeloid leukemia: chronic or acute. Leukemia is
classified as chronic when there is an increase in mature cells, and when there is an increase
in immature cells, it is classified as acute (MELO; SILVEIRA, 2013).
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is the most common form of cancer that
manifests in children. However, 90% of the children who undergo treatment are cured. On
the other hand, when manifested in adults, the cure rate decreases to 50%, according to
the Brazilian Association of Lymphoma and Leukemia (ABRALE). Due to the fact that it
is an acute leukemia, it drastically increases the number of young lymphocytes circulating
in the peripheral blood, causing them to stop functioning properly and begin to reproduce
in a disorderly way. In order for it to present a fast evolution in its clinical condition, it is
essential that the diagnosis of ALL is done quickly, so that the patient can initiate the
treatment, thus increasing his remission chances (PERINI, 2016).
The diagnosis of ALL is usually made based on the analysis of the patient’s bone
marrow obtained through a myelogram1 sample. The sample collected on the myelogram is
analyzed by pathologists and hematologists. After the application of a dye which highlights
leukocytes from the other blood cells is performed the incidence, maturity and morphology
of the lymphocytes present on the slice is verified (FARIAS; CASTRO, 2004).
Since patients with ALL suspicion must be diagnosed as soon as possible, it is
important to develop tools that help doctors do so. In this context it would be interesting if
a computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) were to be used, since this system helps to improve the
accuracy of the diagnoses performed by a doctor, as well as provides another perspective
of the case, and does not have its performance affected by stress, fatigue or distractions
(AZEVEDO-MARQUES, 2001).
This work proposes a CADx system capable of segmenting and extracting a small
compact representation, so as to classify blood smear images as positive or negative in the
presence of ALL, using digital image processing and machine learning methods, serving as
a tool to help pathologists diagnose patients with ALL.
1 Exam in which a small portion of the patient’s bone marrow is collected through a needle.
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1.1 MOTIVATION
Based on the assumption, initially idealized by (SCOTTI, 2006), that manipulating
images is easier than manipulating blood samples, systems that can extract and interpret
information from blood smear images can be very helpful on the diagnosis support,
providing a second opinion to doctors who analyze these images instead of the blood itself,
which results on faster and more precise diagnoses. These quick diagnoses can have a
considerable impact on the patients prognoses, so each tool capable of helping doctors has
a potential of saving lives.
1.2 OBJECTIVES
This work aims to provide a pipeline capable of classifying blood smear images
between carrier of Acute Lymphoid Leukemia and a healthy person, so the objectives to do
so are:
• Elaborate a pipeline capable of segmenting leukocytes from a complete blood smear
image, differentiating them from erythrocytes and platelets.
• Extract leukocytes present in images.
• Extract and select the best features to generate a compact representation of leukocy-
tes.
• Classify individually all leukocytes from a blood smear images and then classify the
complete image.
1.3 CHALLENGES
After research on the literature and some experiments, challenges that involved
blood smear image classification were detected, and they are listed below:
• Blood smear images do not have a constant lighting, so the segmentation methods
designed to do so must be able to deal with distinct lighting patterns.
• The size of blood cells is not fixed since there isn’t a standard zoom level, and neither
is it informed.
• Finding a compact representation that does not demand a huge computational power,
as many images must be analyzed per day on a real case scenario.
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1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS
The expected contributions by the proposed work are:
• Provide a method capable of segmenting blood smear images, without suffering
considerable performance impacts, due to the presence of distinct lighting patterns.
• Analyze the impact of combining distinct kinds of features in order to form a feature
vector.
• Present a suitable and compact representation of leukocytes.
• Indicate the most suitable classifier to this particular problem.
• Generate a comparison between an approach that extracts and classifies blood smear
images based on global and local features.
1.5 DOCUMENT STRUCTURE
The next chapter, Theoretical Basis, is divided into two sections, the explain
medical and computational concepts which are essential for a complete understanding of
the proposed work.
The State of the Art presents works related to this same context, being divided
into three main topics, according to the objective of the proposals: leukocyte segmentation,
blood cell count and ALL detection.
Chapter four describes the Methodology proposal, describing the pipeline used to
segment, extract features and classify blood smear images, explaining and justifying each
step of the pipeline proposed.
Chapter five focuses on presenting the results of each step, starting with segmen-
tation, then feature selection and combination, to finally end with classification results,
which is the main objective of the work.
Finally, the Conclusion chapter ends the proposal by presenting an explanation of
what can be extracted from the obtained results, a comparison of the works described in
State of the Art focused on the classification and some proposals for possible future works.
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2 THEORETICAL BASIS
This chapter presents medical and computational concepts, which are necessary
to understand the proposed work, by starting to introduce medical concepts about blood
cells and leukemia in Section 2.1, then presenting computational concepts in Section 2.2.
Computational concepts were divided into four sub-sections: Digital Image Processing
2.2.1, Feature Extraction Methods 2.2.2, Machine Learning 2.2.3 and Software Libraries
2.2.4.
2.1 MEDICAL CONCEPTS
Since this work intents to develop a medical solution using computer science
techniques, understanding about ALL is crucial for the development of an optimal solution.
Since ALL is an illness that manifests itself in the blood, it is essential to understand
which kind of cell is affected, which differentiates a healthy patient from a sick one.
2.1.1 Blood Cells
Blood cells are separated into three groups: erythrocytes, platelets and thrombocytes.
Each one has a different specialization, ranging from promoting coagulation to defending
the body from infections. Even with a different specialization, morphology and maturation
cycle, all blood cells have a common origin in stem cells in red bone marrow. It is during
the maturation cycle, described in Figure 1, that a stem cell specializes itself until it
becomes an erythrocyte, a platelet or a leukocyte.
Red blood cells or erythrocytes are anucleated cells in the shape of a biconcave
disc, and their responsibilities go from delivering oxygen from the lungs to the entire
body, and carrying carbon dioxide back to the lungs, so it can be expelled from the body
(HUTTER; STÖHR, 1982).
Different from erythrocytes and leukocytes platelets or thrombocytes, aren’t cells
but cell fragments originated from megakaryocytes cytoplasm, and each megakaryocyte
generates around 4000 and 5000 thrombocytes (DJALDETTI et al., 1979). Thrombocytes
participate in the process of blood clotting, retraction and the removal of blood clots.
White blood cells or leukocytes compose the immune system defending the body
against virus, bacteria, fungi and parasites. There are five classes of leukocyte which
are: neutrophil, eosinophil, basophil, monocyte and lymphocyte, each one with a different
nucleus morphology and speciality, illustrated in Figure 2. Leukocytes are divided in two
main groups based on the existence of granules in their cytoplasm which are granulocytes
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FIGURE 1 – Erythrocytes in a blood smear, where a nucleus absence and the disco shape
can be noticed. Source: (BARRETO et al., 2014)
and agranulocytes, where lymphocytes and monocytes are agranulocytes and bashophiles,
eosinophiles and neutrophiles are granulocytes.
FIGURE 2 – Leukocyte classes, (a) neutrophil, (b) eosinophil, (c) basophil, (d) monocyte,
(e) leukocyte. Source: the author
2.1.2 Leukemia
Leukemias are the most common types of cancer that manifest in blood cells,
changing leukocytes, stopping them from accomplishing their function and reproducing
themselves in a disorderly fashion, compromising all blood functions, but mostly the
immunologic system of the carrier.
There are two kinds of leukemia that can develop in a patient, where the acute
one generates a fast growth of immature cancer cells, and the chronic one is characterized
by the elevation of the number of mature cancer cells (HAMERSCHIAK, 2016b).
The most known kinds of leukemia are myeloid and lymphoblastic, and what
distinguishes them is the leukocyte lineage that is affected. Myeloid affects all granulocyte
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groups (eosinophil, basophil and monocyte), while lymphoblastic affects only the lymphocyte
lineage. All blood functions of the patient are compromised, exposing him/her to all kinds
of infection because the immunologic system does not work. Because the erythrocytes are
also affected, the patient becomes anemic, and acquires other symptoms such as bone
pain, discomfort on the left side of the abdomen due to swelling of the spleen and nausea
(WOELFEL, 2017).
2.1.3 Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia
Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) is the most common kind of cancer that
manifests in children, and for being acute this illness evolves vary fast, so it is very
important that the diagnoses is made as soon as possible, thus improving the chance of
remission.
Usually the specialist suspects that his patient has leukemia when he/she is sick
all the time and has anemia, since those are classic symptoms of leukemia, the first test
to be done is a complete hemogram, because it shows the count of each blood cell, so if
the patient has leukemia, the results will be very different from the reference value. This
test also shows the count of each leukocyte lineage pointing to the leukocyte lineage being
affected (HAMERSCHIAK, 2016a). If the result of the complete hemogram confirms that
the patient has alterations, the specialist usually does a lumbar puncture to see on the
microscope how the leukocyte maturation process is evolving. Based on this test, it can be
confirmed if the patient has leukemia or nor, and if it is lymphocytic or monocytic.
The standard treatment for ALL is chemotherapy, with a response success rate of
close to 90% in children(HAMERSCHIAK, 2016a). When chemotherapy is not enough
to control the disease or when the patient’s condition is already very advanced, a bone
marrow transplant is indicated. A bone marrow transplant is suggested only in specific
cases due to the risk of graft-versus-host disease that can happen because of donor and
patient immunological incompatibility (SILVA et al., 2005).
2.2 COMPUTATIONAL CONCEPTS
In each step of this project computational concepts were used from the segmenta-
tion phase to the classification phase, and the complete understanding of these concepts
are essential to use these techniques in the best way. The computational concepts used
were divided into two groups, according to their research area: Digital Image Processing
or Machine Learning.
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2.2.1 Digital Image Processing
As one image can be defined as a dimensional function f (x, y), where x and y
are spatial coordinates and f is the intensity of the coordinate, Digital Image Processing
is any process that changes the intensity of one or more pixels (coordinate(x, y)) for a
specific objective (GONZALEZ; WOODS, 2010).
2.2.1.1 Thresholding
An ordinary operation used in digital image processing is to binaryze a grayscale
image for a specific objective. This operation is done using a method known as sample
threshold. This operation consists in defining a value T and verifying all pixels on the
image, by applying Equation 2.1 in order to define the new value of each pixel, thus more





255, if pixel_value > T
0, otherwise
(2.1)
A problem can be found when observing how basic threshold works, that is, which
value must be attributed to the T segment, only with the image portion wanted, and a
more important issue is that a fixed value attributed to T probably won’t work well on all
images of the database, as the basic threshold method suffers a major impact with lighting
changes (FILHO; NETO, 1999).
A method used to find the T value automatically was developed by (OTSU, 1979),
assuming that there are two peaks on the image histogram, where each peak is attributed
as one class and the vale which divides these peaks contains the optimal value for T. In
order for Otsu’s method to work well, the image histogram must have the two valleys
well defined, and in case that this isn’t true, a preprocessing on the image to adapt it to
this premise is acceptable. Otsu’s method is less sensitive to illumination changes to the
sample threshold since the T value is defined based on statistical characteristics of the
image itself, as illustrated on Figure 3.
2.2.1.2 Color Representation Models
A color representation model also called color space or color system is a specification
of a coordinate system, where each point is a distinct color (GONZALEZ; WOODS, 2010).
There are color representation models idealized to work directly with the hardware as
printers (CMYK) or screens (RGB), and models that were designed to represent the
colors as humans see them (HSV) or in representations that facilitate the processing by
computers (L*a*b).
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FIGURE 3 – (a) original grayscale image, (b) result of the sample threshold application
using T as 127, (c) result of Otsu’s method. It is observed that image (c)
preserved many more details of the original image than image (b). Source:
the author
2.2.1.3 RGB model
The Red Green Blue (RGB) model is an additive model that bases itself on
Cartesian coordinates where each point represents a color made by the color combination
of red, green and blue, making it possible to interpret this model as a cube, illustrated
on Figure 4. As RGB is an additive model, any RGB image is in fact made of three
grayscale sub-images, one for each primary channel, that when combined, results on the
colored image (GONZALEZ; WOODS, 2010). The value of each pixel varies between zero
(complete absence), resulting in the color black, and the biggest intensity (usually 255),
resulting in the color white.





The Hue Saturation Value (HSV) model represents color like humans perceive
them. Hue represents the purity level, used to differ orange from red where red has a
higher hue level than orange. Saturation refers to dilution level of a pure color on white
light, and the value channel represents brightness. The HSV model is largely used on
digital image processing systems for isolate color intensity, which shows itself to be a good
descriptor in the differentiation of distinct objects (ALVES, 2010). Geometrically, this
model is represented by a hexagonal pyramid (Figure 5).
FIGURE 5 – Geometric representation of the HSV model. Source: <https://software.
intel.com/en-us/node/503873>
2.2.1.5 YUV Model
The color model developed to be applied in the transmission of television signals,
this model was developed to cover the need for a model that could display colorful images
and black and white in an efficient way, since there were televisions that still did not have
support for colored images and transmitting two different signals would be very costly.
Thereby the luminance, which is the luminosity perception and brightness represented on
the Y-channel were separated from the color information, allowing the TV, which did not
support color images, to display the luminance channel (OLIVEIRA, 2007).
2.2.1.6 L*a*b Model
The L*a*b color representation model was based on the opposite color theory,
where two colors can’t be green and red at the same time, or yellow and blue at the
same time. In this model, colors are represented on channels a and b, while the L channel
measures the luminosity of the image. The a channel defines if the color is closer to green
or yellow, and the b channel defines if the color is closer to blue or yellow (INTEL, 2010).
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FIGURE 6 – L*a*b color model representation, illustrate the opposite color theory.
Source: (LIU et al., 2014)
2.2.1.7 Mathematical Morphology
Mathematical morphology is the digital image processing research field devoted
to work with the shape of the objects that compose an image, its theoretical basis comes
from mathematical set theory. Mathematical morphology operations are usually applied
on binary images with a distinct result like: enhancement, filtering, segmenting, and edge
detection (FILHO; NETO, 1999).
2.2.1.8 Structuring Element
A basic concept used in morphological operations is the structuring element or
kernel, which is defined as a set or a rectangular mathematical arrangement, used as
base to all morphological operations. The most important characteristic of a structuring
element is its reference point and the value related to the other elements.
The reference point is indicated with an x in the examples illustrated in Figure 7,
it’s used to position the structuring element during the convolution process. The other
values of the kernel defines the pattern or shape that will be applied on the image with
the objective to change the shape of the objects. (FILHO; NETO, 1999)




2.2.1.9 Erosion and Dilation
The most basic mathematical morphology operations are erosion and dilation,
both work by convolving a structuring element B on an image A, where during the
convolution, a kernel reference point neighborhood to define its value on the resulting
image is verified.
In an erosion morphological operation, the set relative to the structuring element
must be completely contained in the region of the pixel with the same coordinates so that
the kernel reference point is activated on the resulting image. The application of a erosion
makes the elements smaller, being useful when the objective is remove objects smaller
than the kernel, increase the holes and separate the connected components.
In a morphological dilation operation it is enough that only one activated element,
belonging to the structuring element, overlays a value also activated on the image, for that
pixel also to be activated on the resulting image. This operation results in the elimination
or reduction of holes and particles in the connection of nearby regions. Figure 8 shows the
results of the application of morphological erosion and dilation operations (SOLOMON;
BRECKON, 2013).
FIGURE 8 – Illustrates the result of an erosion and dilation morphological opera-
tion application. (a) original image, (b) erosion result, (c) dilatation re-
sult. Source: <https://docs.opencv.org/3.0-beta/doc/py_tutorials/py_
imgproc/py_morphological_ops/py_morphological_ops.html>
2.2.1.10 Opening and Closing
In some cases there is the necessity to preserve the original object shapes, as much
as possible. Thus using only an erosion or a dilation operation, it is inevitable that the
resulting image will have considerable morphological changes in its object shapes, these
changes are directly related to the structuring element shape and size used, the bigger it
is, the bigger the changes.
When combining the two basic operations (erosion and dilation), the resulting
image information loss is reduced, and depending on the result wanted an erosion is
applied, rather than a dilation (opening) or a dilation, rather than an erosion (closing). An
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opening operation is used to smooth outlines and remove small objects, while a closing is
used to connect nearby components and the closing of small holes (GONZALEZ; WOODS,
2010). Figure 9 shows the result of an opening and closing operation making it possible to
notice the difference between these operations using a kernel 5x5.
FIGURE 9 – Displays the results of opening and closing operations on a noised image,
where (a) is the result of an opening used to remove small objects, and




The method known as region growing or flood filling is utilized on image segmen-
tation to fill holes and contours, and it is usually applied on binary images, but it can
also be used on grayscale images with some changes. Through an initial coordinate, also
know as seed, the flood filling method consists of, verifying its neighborhood pixels and
changing the values of those that comply with a predefined condition, which usually is a
threshold function changing the value of pixels with its value being bigger or lower than a
reference value, that meets a predefined condition has its value changed (GONZALEZ;
WOODS, 2010). The delicate point that involves this method is that the seed point must
be informed, so this parameter must be known before the flood filling application.
2.2.1.12 Center of Mass Estimation
Image moments are a group of statistical measures used to describe an image,
and by using some of the statistical moments it is possible to estimate the center of mass
or gravity center of an object. Statistical moments of zero order and statistical moments
of first order are used in the mass calculation center, consisting in dividing the first order
moments m10 and m01 by the moment of zero order m00 to find the coordinates of the
mass center, described in Equation 2.2, where a statistical moment is computed using
Equation 2.3 (BARELLI, 2018).
x̄ = m10
m00




FIGURE 10 – (a) Binary image composed only of contours; (b) Result of region growth,
applied in image (a), using at least one external point and another internal
one for the contour as seed points. The contours have their value inverted







2.2.1.13 Clustering Segmentation (K-means)
Clustering segmentation is a method that groups pixels with a similar or little
difference and attributes a new value to each pixel group, resulting in a decrease of possible
pixel values, where the number of clusters are defined by the parameter K. A more detailed
K-means procedure is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 K-means algorithm:
1: Define K value
2: Place all K centroids randomly
3: Group neighborhood pixels with close values to its nearest centroid
4: Recalculate centroid coordinates, where a centroid must be at the center of its cluster, after
attributing every pixel to a centroid
5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 until step 4 doesn’t result in any changes
The ideal value of K varies according to each case, and in order to do that, a
prior knowledge of what exists on the image is usually needed. So the sensitive point of
this method is which value will be attributed to K in order to accomplish the objective
without losing relevant information, as illustrated in Figure 11 (GATH; GEVA, 1989).
2.2.1.14 Watershed
Watershed (BEUCHER; MEYER, 1993) is a classic technique used on contour
detection. It consists in interpreting a grayscale image as a topographic representation,
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FIGURE 11 – Shows result variation of the K-means algorithm application with
distinct values attributed to K. Source: <http://docs.opencv.org/3.0-
beta/doc/py_tutorials/py_ml/py_kmeans/py_kmeans_opencv/py_
kmeans_opencv.html>
where pixels with higher intensity are interpreted as higher places in the relief than pixels
with lower intensity. The following step is to "flood"lower relief places evidencing high
relief locations resulting on contour detection, as illustrated in Figure 12.
FIGURE 12 – Displays the phases of watershed algorithm applied on image (a); (b) is the
topographic representation; images (c) to (g) contain the results on several
floods; (h) contains the final watershed contours. Source: (GONZALEZ;
WOODS, 2010)
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2.2.2 Feature Extraction and Preprocessing
When working with a classification problem, a way is normally used to find a
numerically representation that describes the objects that will be classified (SILVEIRA;
BULLOCK, 2017). The ideal scenario is to find the smaller set of features that can distin-
guish the classes involved. Once more features are used more, computational processing
power is needed and more data must be used in classifier training.
There are several methods used to extract features from images. In this section,
texture descriptors (GLCM (HARALICK et al., 1973) and LBP (OJALA et al., 1996))
and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) are described. Feature extraction like this one
was the method used to build the feature vector in this work.
2.2.2.1 Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix
Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix consists of a symmetrical matrix with the
occurrences of grayscale pair values. It is usually computed using a single direction as
reference to match the pairs, and it is possible to use two or more directions simultaneously,
but in this case the final GLCM is computed from the average of each matrix direction.
The GLCM position contains the occurrence number of a determined pattern.
The pattern location is related to its position, e.g.: in position (i, j) it is the number of
times that a pixel with value i is adjacent to a pixel with value j. Thirteen statistical
measures, which have a great description of the image which are extracted by using GLCM
(HARALICK et al., 1973).
TABLE 1 – Haralick texture features
Feature Description
f1 Angular Second Moment
f2 Contrast
f3 Correlation
f4 Sum of Squares: Variance







f12 Information Measure of Co-relation 1
f13 Information Measure of Co-relation 2
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2.2.2.2 Local Binary Patterns
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) (OJALA et al., 1996) is a feature extraction method
that approaches images in a structural and statistical way, and it is based on the hypothe-
ses that the binary patterns of a pixel circular neighborhood is a fundamental texture
characterization. The feature vector extracted from the LBP is nothing more than the
histogram of the occurrence of each of the 256 possible LBP codes.
The LBP code calculation consists of convolving a mask with radius R and a
number of pixels P in a grayscale image, where each iteration consists in positioning the
mask then applying a threshold in the region, using the central pixel value as a threshold,
which changes each of the region values to 0 or 1. Then the threshold resulting image is
multiplied by another mask composed only of power of 2 values. Finally, all values of the
multiplication resulting matrix, which will give the local binary pattern code of this pixel
are added, as illustrated in Figure 13.
FIGURE 13 – Local Binary Pattern calculation example. Source: (GORODNICHY et
al., 2014)
2.2.2.3 Convolution Neural Network Feature Extraction
Convolutional Neural Network is a neural network based algorithm that is beco-
ming the state of the art in many image processing problems. It consists of a neural network
that uses an image on the input layer and has a convolution and pooling operations between
its layers, thus reducing the image size and generating a higher level representation after
each layer. The final layer, also known as fully connected layer, is a multilayer perceptron
neural network used to classify the image, as illustrated in Figure 14.
The first architecture presented was the LeNet (LECUN et al., 1998), used in a
hand written digit recognition and presents very significant results. Microsoft researchers
developed a technique known as residual learning (HE et al., 2015), where the idea is there
aren’t huge changes between representation maps of close layers, so that after convolving
and pooling operations, the resulting representation map is added to the previous one,
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FIGURE 14 – Architecture of the CNN LeNet-5. Source: (LECUN et al., 1998)
enhancing its characteristics after each layer. Figure 15 shows the architecture of a residual
block.
FIGURE 15 – Residual block architecture. Source: (DESHPANDE, 2016)
The problem faced when working with CNNs is the necessity of a large volume of
images needed for training. one way to work around it when there aren’t many images
available, is generating artificial data by enlarging the dataset (WONG et al., 2016).
Another way to use CNN, when working with a small dataset is using a pretrained CNN
as a feature extractor, where instead of converging and using the multilayer perceptron on
the final classification, by stopping the process earlier, using the extracted representation
(RAZAVIAN et al., 2014).
2.2.2.4 Z-Score Normalization
As the distinct feature extraction methods can generate feature values in different
scales, feature normalization is an almost mandatory step in the Machine Learning systems.
Some predictive models can assign a wrong bias to features with bigger values, giving it
more weight than it should. Also, it is easier to deal with outliers on normalized data
(FACELI et al., 2011). The Z-score normalization method uses the average (μ) and variance
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(σ) to define the new value of a sample (υ), as detailed in Equation 2.4. Z-score.
υNew = υ − μ
σ
(2.4)
2.2.2.5 Recursive Feature Elimination
As the ideal scenario in every ML algorithm is to differentiate objects using the
least possible features, the feature selection or dimensionality reduction is a very important
preprocessing step. Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) (GUYON et al., 2002) is an
algorithm used in feature selection. It works in a loop, where at each iteration a linear
regression model is used to estimate the less important feature, and then remove it. The
loop runs until a parameter n, which defines the number of features that will be reached,
detailed in Algorithm 2. There are two concerns when RFE is used. The first one is which
value will be defined to n, usually found running several times until the classification phase
stabilizes, and the second one is that it needs greater computational resources needed
increase according to the initial number of features that will be selected.
Algorithm 2 Recursive feature elimination algorithm:
1: Define final number of features n
2: while Feature vector size > n do
3: Train a linear regression model (SVM for example)
4: Verify the importance of each feature and select the less important index
5: Remove the less important feature
6: end while
2.2.3 Machine Learning
Machine Learning (ML) is a computer science research area that studies the capa-
city to improve the performance of some tasks by using previous experience (MITCHELL,
1997). Usually the ML systems are used in prediction tasks, where a predictive model is
trained using a dataset to predict if a new sample belongs to class A or B. A predictive
model training phase consists in analyzing the available dataset and finding a decision
function that discriminates objects that belong to distinct classes (SILVEIRA; BULLOCK,
2017).
2.2.3.1 Supervised Learning
The method known as supervised learning consists of working with data previously
labeled, so when a feature vector is passed on to a classifier during its training phase, the
label relative to its class is also informed. When problematic classes are not known or the
data isn’t labeled, an approach known as unsupervised learning can be used, which tries to




A predictive model is an algorithm that, based on an amount of data can find a
function which differentiate samples of different classes (FACELI et al., 2011), depending
on the algorithm used to find a decision function the classifier can be defined as linear or
nonlinear, where linear classifiers generate a linear decision boundary that divides classes,
and nonlinear classifiers generate a non-linear decision boundary, illustrated in Figure 16.
FIGURE 16 – It displays a boundary that splits dots of different classes, according to its
color in two different scenarios, where there is a linear boundary on A and
a nonlinear boundary on B. Source: <https://i.stack.imgur.com/OrcTJ.
png>
2.2.3.3 K-Nearest Neighbors
The algorithm K-nearest neighbors (KNN) is a predictive model based on the
hypothesis that similar data must be concentrated in the same zone, where distinct data
are distant of each other. KNN is considered a lazy predictive model, due to the fact that
it does not learn a compact representation to distinguish objects from different classes.
Instead, it calculates the distance (Euclidean) between all objects on the training dataset
and the new sample. Because of that, KNN can become inefficient when applied to large
amounts of data (FACELI et al., 2011).
Parameter K defines the number of examples belonging to the training dataset
that will be used to define which class the new sample belongs to. Usually odd values
are used so that there aren’t any draws. That is important, since the class with bigger
apparitions is inferred to the new object.
Although KNN is a very simple algorithm, it can perform very well on problems
with complex boundaries, in this case, beating linear classifiers much more complex which
indeed learn a representation model (AHA et al., 1991).
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2.2.3.4 Linear Discriminant Analysis
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) (FISHER, 1938) is a generalization of Fisher’s
linear discriminant that uses statistical methods to change the data projection and find
the best space that divides data of distinct classes. It became popular after the publication
of the article Eigenfaces vs Fisherfaces: Recognition Using Class Specific Linear Projection
(BELHUMEUR et al., 1997), once the results presented by LDA on the face detection
problem where very good.
LDA seeks a linear transformation by minimizing the intraclass distance and ma-
ximizing the distance between distinct classes. When applied in linear separable problems,
LDA rotates data, seeking that when classes start to be projected on a plan they can be
separated in an easier way, as observed in Figure 17.




Decision tree is a machine learning algorithm based on a search widely used on
diagnoses and risk analysis systems. It uses the strategy of dividing and conquering, in
order to split a complex problem into less complex small problems, thus finding the solution
more easily (FACELI et al., 2011). Some particularities of this method, as they can deal
with numerical and symbolic data, don’t need data normalization and is less sensitive to
noisy data in the training phase, which makes it very powerful in some cases.
Two fundamental concepts involved in decision tree algorithm is leaf and branches,
where a branch is a decision function that based on an input value decides which branch




Proposed by Rosenblatt in 1958, Perceptron Neural Network (ROSENBLATT,
1958) was the first Artificial Neural Network (ANN) architecture, illustrated in Figure 18.
Although this architecture is composed by only one artificial neuron, it presents relevant
results for many classification problems. Rosenblatt proved the theorem of artificial neural
network convergence, mathematically concluding that if it is possible to classify a set of
inputs linearly, then a Perceptron can do it (HAYKIN, 2001).
FIGURE 18 – Displays Perceptron architecture. Source: <http://abhay.harpale.net/
blog/machine-learning/a-hands-on-tutorial-on-the-perceptron-learning-
algorithm/>
Perceptron training phase consists of iterating each of the training samples,
classifying them and adjusting the weights when needed, until the entire training base or
at least a determined limit of the training samples classified correctly are reached. The
algorithm used to readjust the Perceptron input layer weights is known as backpropagation
(HECHT-NIELSEN, 1989). The perceptron’s limitation comes when facing nonlinear
problems, since a Perceptron ANN can find only linear separations.
2.2.3.7 Multilayer Perceptron
As the majority of the classification problems tends to be non linearly separable,
using linear classifiers as a Perceptron won’t solve the majority of the problems, as this
classifier can find only linear boundaries. A classifier capable of dealing with non linearly
separable problems is the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). It consists of adding one or more
layers between the input layer and the output neuron (HAYKIN, 2001), illustrated in
Figure 19.
The hidden layer is interpreted as an extra feature extractor phase, and it can
have several neurons to find several boundaries, theoretically being possible to solve any
complex classification problem. However, the more layers and neurons the net has, the
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more data must be available to train the net, and this happens because there are more
weights to be balanced (LUDWIG; MONTGOMERY, 2001).
FIGURE 19 – Multilayer Perceptron with only one hidden layer. Source: <http://scikit-
learn.org/stable/modules/neural_networks_supervised.html>
2.2.3.8 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a predictive model that bases itself on the
statistical learning theory, proposed by Vapnik in 1995 (CORTES; VAPNIK, 1995). This
method presents very consistent results, even beating MLP in several cases. Vapnik’s
discovery is the kernel function used to increase feature space, since to each an every
problem there is a space that contains a linear division of the dataset, even if it is in a
space with more dimensions (FACELI et al., 2011).
Different from Perceptron, which always finds a decision boundary if the dataset is
linearly separable, this boundary is not necessarily the best one the biggest generalization
possible. The SVM boundary is the best one possible. The boundary defined by SVM has
a high generalization power because it presents the same distance to the margin of the
two distinct classes, illustrated in Figure 20.
2.2.3.9 Accuracy
Accuracy is a measure used to evaluate a classifier, that tells how many of the
samples were classified correctly, by dividing the sum of the positive samples (TP) and
the negative samples classified correctly (TF) by the total of samples used in the test
(TOTAL) as detailed in Equation 2.5. The problem of using only accuracy to define is a
classifier is performing well if that this measure doesn’t give a clue as to which class the
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FIGURE 20 – Optimal decision boundary found by SVM through a hyperplane based
on the margins of each class. Source: <http://docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/
tutorials/ml/introduction_to_svm/introduction_to_svm.html>
classifier is more sensitive. In some problems is very important to know this (FACELI et
al., 2011).




As this work uses methods of digital image processing and machine learning,
libraries that contain the implementation of these methods were searched. the following
five libraries were widely used in this work: OpenCV, mahotas, scikit-learn, NumPy and
keras.
Open Source Computer Vision Library OpenCV (BRADSKI, 2000) is a free
software library developed and maintained by Intel in 2000, to be a computer vision library
focused on high performance and easy utilization, and it currently is on version 3.0. It
is implemented on C++, has support for several languages, such as Java, Python and
Objective-C, which helps the utilization of this library by many applications.
Mahotas (COELHO, 2013) is an image processing library for Python, having an
implementation of more than 100 image processing algorithms, and most of its algorithms
is implemented on C++, in order to have a high performance as well.
NumPy (OLIPHANT et al., 2006) is focused on the N-dimentional matrix repre-
sentation and manipulation with high performance. It is used as a core to many other
libraries such as OpenCV, because it is simple and very efficient.
Scikit-learn (PEDREGOSA et al., 2011) is an open source library heavily used
on machine learning, it contains many predictive model implementations, such as KNN,
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SVM, Perceptron and many more, besides preprocessing algorithms, such as RFE, PCA,
normalization and more. Currently it is on version 0.19.2.
Keras (CHOLLET et al., 2015) is a high level neural network API, that focuses
on an easy utilization of many deep learning methods. It also contains methods of feature
extraction, by using distinct CNN architecture implementations, with ImageNet pretrained
weighs as well.
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3 STATE OF THE ART
In this chapter, selected works are presented which use Digital Image Processing
and Machine Learning applied to blood cell images and Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia
(ALL) such as this work. Due to the fact that there are three main sorts of applications
with this specific topic, which are: segmentation, counting of blood cells and classification,
this chapter is divided into three sections, one for each topic.
3.1 SEGMENTATION PROPOSALS
3.1.1 Robust Segmentation and Measurement Techniques of White Cells in Blood Mi-
croscope Images
In (SCOTTI, 2006), the benefits of a system capable of segmenting white blood cells
were initially discussed, once the author argues that transmitting digital images obtained
by using a digital camera coupled to a microscope is more efficient than transporting blood
samples to a laboratory to be analyzed. Also the operator that analyzes blood slices in
order to detect and count white blood cells can suffer from tiredness, thus slowing down
the process.
As one of the first papers to work with white blood cell segmentation, the author
designs a complete algorithm to detect leukemia in peripheral blood images (Figure 21),
but in this paper his focus was on the initial part of the system, which was to correct the
lack of illumination, propose a measure to quantify if a method applied on this problem is
performing well, segmenting white blood cells and making the further proposed steps that
involve classification viable (SCOTTI, 2006).
FIGURE 21 – Modules of an automatic system for acute leukemia detection, the paper
proposed implements only the gray box phase. Source: (SCOTTI, 2006).
The first problem found when starting to work with images acquired by using a
digital camera coupled to a microscope was the irregular illumination, thus compromising
the effectiveness of simple threshold methods on background removal. Two solutions to
correct the illumination were proposed, where the first one consists of applying a Gaussian
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low pass filter on a grayscale converted image, then subtracting from the original one,
while the other solution works with a group of at least twenty to forty images, so the
average image can be computed before the application of the Gaussian low pass filter
which generates a better result. After correcting the illumination problem, it was observed
that the histogram became bi-modal, so a threshold using the Otsu’s method split the
background from cell pixels (SCOTTI, 2006).
The white blood cell segmentation method was based on the L*a*b color represen-
tation model, using a clusterization with three clusters and values from channels a and b,
because these channels contain color representations and the objective was to differ white
blood cells which tend to have more blue in them than other cells. This was the first paper
that used color as a discriminator among blood cells, thus demonstrating its potential.
As one of the first works on this topic was needed to define a form of quantifying
the results, a specialist marked the images manually, then the area of the markings and of
the segmented white blood cells area were compared, and the results of the method and of
the specialist markings correspond to 92% on the 243 cells tested.
3.1.2 Segmentation of Microscopic Images for Counting Leukocytes
(GAO et al., 2008) proposes a method focused on segmenting leukocytes to further
count, once most of blood diseases diagnoses is made based on blood cells counting. Their
focus was to develop a method with high performance and cytoplasm preservation, while
other works focused only on leukocyte nucleus segmentation, due to difficulties in leukocyte
cytoplasm segmentation, such as instability of staining.
The proposed method uses a non-decimated transformed complex wavelet to
extract a textural gradient, which was subject to a watershed algorithm and finally an
adaptive threshold, in order to segment the leukocyte. This pipeline was tested on four
color channels, i.e., Saturation (HSI model), b (L*a*b model), Intensity (HSI model) and
Green (RGB model), but the Saturation channel was chosen as it presents the best results.
The authors tested a total of thirteen images of a private database, and according
to the authors, the results were very consistent, concluding that this method can be used
as a real time leukocyte segmentation method.
3.1.3 Segmentation of Leukocytes and Erythrocytes in Blood Smear Images
This paper presents a method focused on segmenting both leukocytes and eryth-
rocytes as the majority of blood disorders affects the population of these cells in a patient.
Techniques of digital image processing and machine learning were combined, in order to
perform the segmentation (BERGEN et al., 2008).
Erythrocytes detection was made by using template matching. Erythrocytes tend
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to have a singular shape, since there is only one kind of red blood cell, which is different
from leukocytes that have sub-classes with distinct shapes. Leukocyte segmentation was
made by using a Naive Bayes classifier, and trained using color features extracted from
the HSV model.
Distinct from other works, the evaluation of the proposed method was made based
on the standard deviation between several masks made by a group of specialists and the
mask found by the method. This approach was performed in order to make the evaluation
more robust, since different specialists can perform distinct masks for the same image
(small differences).
The final results were made based on dice coefficient as this indicates the similarity
of two samples. In this case the specialist and the method masks, reached a dice coefficient
of 0.941 for the nucleus and of 0.957 for the complete leukocyte. As there weren’t any
specialist masks for the erythrocytes, an evaluation of erythrocyte segmentation using dice
coefficient wasn’t made either.
3.1.4 Segmentation of Leukocytes in Blood Smear Images Using Color Processing Me-
chanism Inspired by the Visual System
Different from the majority of the methods proposed for segmenting white blood
cells that use classical digital image processing techniques in the segmentation process,
(WU et al., 2009) propose an approach inspired by the human eye biology. While the
human eye uses three types of cones to interpret colors and rod brightness, Wu designed
an Artificial Neural Network, where its input layer receives a feature vector with four
features, i.e., Blue pixel value, Green pixel value, Red pixel value and N that represents
the brightness, illustrated in Figure 22.
FIGURE 22 – Architecture of Neural Network Model. Source: (WU et al., 2009).
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All pixels of the image that will be segmented must be classified among four
classes (background, erythrocytes, leukocyte nucleus and leukocyte cytoplasm) generating
a mask for each class. The data used to train the ANN was selected manually from images
used in the experiments, so there is not a fully automatic procedure. The authors comment
that the results were good, but they do not give any measurement data and neither do
they tell how many images were tested. Even if the idea was very interesting, the lack of
results makes it difficult to compare them with other works.
3.1.5 A Leukocyte Nucleus Segmentation Scheme Based on Fingerprint Smoothing
As the most discriminant characteristic used on leukocyte class differentiation is
its nucleus shape, a method focused on segmenting only leukocyte nucleus was elaborated
by (HAO et al., 2010b).
The authors observed that the G color channel (RGB model) tends to have three
distributions, but finding an optimal value that splits the distributions was a hard task on
the original histogram, and in order to solve this problem an approach based on fingerprint
smoothing was applied, which rearranged the histogram, making the distributions much
easier to detect and split.
After the threshold application, there were still some holes in the binary nucleus,
which were closed without considerable information loss using mathematical morphology.
The authors tested this method on 120 images containing only one leukocyte from a private
base provided by the Department of Hematology of the 3rd Hospital of Qinhuangdao, and
on all images the tests were successful where leukocyte nucleus were segmented without
considerable loss. In order to confirm the method generalization, four more images were
tested with distinct characteristics, these being the existence of more than one leukocyte
and distinct illumination patterns in one image. The result of this second test shows that
this method doesn’t suffer any impact when facing these conditions.
3.1.6 An Adaptive Leukocyte Nucleus Segmentation Using Genetic Algorithm
(HUANG et al., 2012) propose a segmentation method focused on segmenting
only the leukocyte nucleus, mainly because the quality of the stained cytoplasm varies
according to temperature, concentration and reaction time, so it is possible that blood
smear images produced in the same laboratory by the same biologist were not identical.
Same objective as (HAO et al., 2010b), but with an approach based on combining
channels of distinct color representation models to enhance leukocyte nucleus, in order to
isolate it in further steps. The paper showed that the G channel (RGB model) represents
the leukocyte nucleus with a bigger contrast than other color channels, but it suffers with
light conditions, so the Saturation channel (HSV model) was chosen to be combined with
the G channel, once it is insensitive to light conditions.
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After nucleus enhancement, a genetic algorithm was applied in order to detect
optimal threshold value using statistical characteristics of the combined image, as adaptive
threshold and Otsu’s method don’t perform well, according to the authors. The evaluation
was done using dice coefficient (DC) and relative distance error (RDE), reaching 0.977 on
DC and 17.6 on RDE.
3.1.7 Robust Leukocyte Segmentation in Blood Microscopic Images Based on Intuitionis-
tic Fuzzy Divergence
(DANYALI et al., 2015) propose a method of leukocyte segmentation combining
channels from distinct color representation models. The authors used fuzzy divergence on
channel a (model L*a*b) to segment the leukocyte nucleus, and extract the background
by applying Zack’s algorithm (ZACK; ROGERS, 1977) on channel M (model CMYK).
Since it has a big contrast between background and other elements, these steps were used
as a starting point to a more robust pipeline.
After extracting leukocyte nucleus and removing background, the next step focused
on recovering the leukocyte cytoplasm then removing the erythrocytes attached to them,
using watershed algorithm. The authors proved the robustness of the method, by testing
in three databases with distinct acquisition methods and illumination patterns. On the
IDB1 subset composed of 33 images, it reaches an accuracy of 98%.
3.1.8 Unsupervised Leukemia Cells Segmentation Based on Multi-space Color Channels
As seen in other papers, (VOGADO et al., 2016) also use channels from different
color representation models on leukocyte segmentation, but the differential on their
approach is that it uses the K-means clusterization algorithm and morphological operations
on its pipeline.
The pipeline starts by applying a median filter 7x7 on channels M (CMYK model)
and b (L*a*b model), then subtracting the resulting images. The following step uses
clusterization algorithm K-means, by using the K parameter as 3, once there were three
classes on the resulting image, i.e., leukocyte nucleus, leukocyte cytoplasm and background.
It was noticed that after the subtraction, maintaining negative values generates a better
result on clusterization. In the final step, an erosion morphological operation was applied
then the regions with an area smaller than 800 pixels were removed as these regions were
interpreted as noises.
As in (DANYALI et al., 2015), the proposed method was tested in three databases
to verify its generalization, and the results presented were very solid, reaching a Kappa
Index of 0.9342 on ALL_IDB2, 0.8603 on BloodSeg and 0.9119 in the Leukocyte databases.
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3.1.9 Segmentation of White Blood Cell from Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia Using
Dual-Threshold Method
(LI et al., 2016) propose a segmentation method based on the threshold application
on distinct color representation channels with different values, for the results to be combined
afterwards. The authors divided the pipeline into three fundamental steps, as illustrated
in Figure 23.
FIGURE 23 – Flowchart of the proposed dual-threshold segmentation scheme. Source:
(LI et al., 2016).
The first phase aims at converting the RGB input image into a grayscale image,
then increase its contrast, and converting the RGB input image into the HSV model and
isolating the Hue channel. Optimal values for parameter T on both threshold operations
were found by using the Golden-section search method, after the threshold operation
resulting images were combined by an intersection operation (AND). Finally, the resulting
image was binarized, making it possible to use an erosion operation, after eroding the
image pass through a 15x15 medial filter, then extracting a maximum connected region,
in order to remove small holes, finishing the segmentation pipeline.
The tests used a subset containing the first half of the ALL_IDB2 database (130
images). Two doctors were invited to manually segment all tested images, making an
evaluation of the method possible. Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) was used to measure
the method’s efficiency, reaching a 0.9542 mean with a standard deviation of 0.04. Even
the last 130 images of ALL_IDB2 are not included in the result. The authors commented
that the method had great results too.
3.2 LEUKOCYTE COUNT PROPOSALS
3.2.1 A Novel Auto-Segmentation Scheme for Colored Leukocyte Images
As blood cells counting is used as the grounding on blood diseases diagnose, (HAO
et al., 2010a) propose a novel method to segment and count leukocytes on colored blood
images. Their method uses the HSI model, due to the fact that this color representation
model has a much smaller correlation between its channels than RGB model. Channel
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Saturation was chosen because it doesn’t suffer with illumination changes, and the leukocyte
nucleus tends to have a bigger saturation, due to its chemical affinity to the dye.
The segmentation phase starts by applying a median filter on the original image
and then converting it to HSI and isolating the S channel. The saturation image was
binarized using a threshold with a fixed value of 90. This value was found based on
tests during the development, by segmenting the leukocyte nucleus. Finally, morphological
operations of erosion and dilation were applied, in order to remove small objects interpreted
as noises.
After the leukocyte nucleus was segmented, remaining objects were counted,
resulting in the leukocyte image final count. The authors took only the leukocyte nucleus
into consideration, since leukocyte is the only human blood cell that possesses a nucleus.
From the 149 samples tested, 91.95% of the images has all leukocytes nucleus segmented
correctly, resulting on the correct count.
3.2.2 Leukocyte Nucleus Segmentation and Recognition in Color Blood-smear Images
(HUANG; HUNG, 2012) propose a method of leukocyte automatic counting
using digital image processing and machine learning algorithms, but for the majority of
the proposed works focused on leukocyte counting the authors made the count of each
leukocyte lineage individually.
The segmentation phase combines channels Green and Saturation from models
RGB and HSI, then applied multiple threshold operations using the Otsu’s method. The
final segmentation step consisted of removing the noise regions based on the erythrocytes
area. If the region was smaller or much bigger than the mean erythrocyte area, the region
was classified as noise and removed.
At the end of the segmentation phase, a total of 85 features were extracted, from
which 80 texture features were extracted using GLCM and 5 shape features. As 85 features
would demand a great computational power in the classification phase, the authors used
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce its dimensionality from 85 to 7, thus
reducing the size of the feature vector, but almost maintaining the representation.
The classification was made using the K-means algorithm, where the K (number
of clusters) parameter is determined by a genetic algorithm, resulting on the best suited
value on each case. The results were very consistent reaching a dice coefficient of 0.95 in
the segmentation phase, and the classification phase reached an accuracy of 90.98%.
3.2.3 An Automated Framework for Counting Lymphocytes From Microscopic Images
A framework focused on lymphocyte counting with low computational and equip-
ment cost was proposed by (LE et al., 2015), where the authors limited themselves to
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using only low cost digital image processing algorithms, thus ensuring a low computational
cost. Even through it was focused on low cost, the framework presented very consistent
results, reaching a 90% accuracy in the ALL_IDB1 database, a database known as very
challenging by having irregular illumination and zoom.
Distinct from many other works that used one or more channels from RGB, L*a*b
or HSI color representation models, (LE et al., 2015) used the Haematoxylin-Eosin-DAB
(HED) model, since it is credited as being the most suitable color representation model to
be used in medical problems.
As illustrated in Figure 24, the HED representation of leukocytes made it very
simple to segment them, and the remaining steps of the proposed framework focused on
splitting the attached leukocytes, by using a bilateral filter followed by the Canny edge
detector and finally, a watershed algorithm.
FIGURE 24 – The overview of the proposed method. Source: (LE et al., 2015).
3.2.4 Automated Leukaemia Detection Using Microscopic Images
(PATEL; MISHRA, 2015) propose a leukemia detection method. However, their
current results focuses on the leukocyte counting, since this is the result presented. The
preprocessing phase applied median and wiener filters to remove image noise, the leukocyte
segmentation started by applying the K-means clustering algorithm on the Green channel
(RGB model), because the authors noticed that the leukocyte nucleus tends to be the
darkest region in this channel. So after the clustering conclusion, a histogram equalization
followed by Zack algorithm was applied, resulting in the leukocyte nucleus segmentation.
Once an image containing only a leukocyte nucleus was obtained, a clean step was
made to remove unwanted objects, such as incomplete leukocytes and attached leukocytes.
At that point, the authors chose to discard the attached leukocytes and work only with
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isolated leukocytes, but in future works they plan to design a slit method. The object
removal was based on its roundness and mean area. After calculating the roundness of all
remaining objects with a value lower than 0.80, it was interpreted as an attached leukocyte
and then removed. Finally, the mean area was used to detect incomplete leukocytes, since
they have a small area.
The tests were performed using a set of twenty seven images from the ALL_IDB1,
which were selected for presenting the same lighting condition. On these images, 93.57%
of the leukocytes were detected correctly.
3.2.5 A Computer-Aided System for Differential Count from Peripheral Blood Cell Images
(LODDO et al., 2016) propose a segmentation method based mostly on machine
learning methods, after verifying that the digital image processing based algorithms
proposed to segment blood smear images tend to suffer a huge impact when facing distinct
lighting patterns and distinct staining methods, which is common on blood smear images,
since distinct devices and procedures can be used for image acquisition.
Initially, a set of images were used to extract three different Regions Of Interest
(ROIs) illustrated in Figure 25a, i.e., background, erythrocyte, leukocyte regions. These
regions had their pixel values extracted from all the RGB channels to be used as feature
vectors. Since there was a large amount of feature vectors, where a significant portion
possibly had the same values, a Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) was used to remove
redundant data and outliers, thus decreasing the computational power needed to train a
predictive model.
An SVM classifier with a Radial Basis Function kernel was trained, by using
feature vectors extracted from the ROIs and used to classify all pixels on a blood smear
image. These pixels were classified among background, erythrocyte and leukocyte, resulting
on a mask capable of isolating each class individually, exemplified in Figure 25(b).
FIGURE 25 – (a) ROIs used in training phase, blue boxes refers to leukocytes, red
erythrocytes and green to background, (b) mask resulting of SVM pixels
classification. Source: (LODDO et al., 2016).
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As some images may have leukocyte agglomerations and can not be ignored,
circular Hough transform was used to detect how many leukocytes were present in an
agglomeration, because leukocytes tend to have a circular shape. After classifying all image
pixels and generating a mask that segmented only leukocytes, the resulting mask was
applied on the original image, then it was converted to grayscale, making it possible to
use a circular Hough transform on it.
The counting processes consist of adding the number of leukocytes that compose
the agglomerations with the isolated leukocytes. Tests were done by training theSVM
using the ROIs extracted from the ALL_IDB2 complete database, in order to segment
and count a set of 33 ALL_IDB1 images, resulting in a 99.2% of white blood cell count
and 98% of red blood cell accuracy count, outperforming the state-of-the-art, according to
the authors.
3.3 CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGIES
3.3.1 Computer Based Acute Leukemia Classification
(FARAG, 2003) proposes a computer based classifier system for the acute leukemia
classification, able to distinguish lymphoid from myeloid. The author chose to use grayscale
images, in order to reduce computational cost. A total of 401 spatial features were extracted
from the grayscale images, where 200 come from the horizontal average, 200 others from
the vertical average (images used had sizes of 200x200) and a complete image average was
the last extracted feature.
Once again, aiming on decreasing the computational power needed, Fisher criterion
was applied, in otder to select only the most important features, thus reducing the feature
vector from 401 to 5. An artificial neural network with two hidden layers was used in the
classification phase, where half of the fifty images from the Faculty of Medicine at Cairo
University, were from lymphoid leukemia cases and the other half from myeloid leukemia
cases. There was a 0.06% error through this method, which was a interesting result as one
of the precursors showed spatial feature potential for this particular problem.
3.3.2 Morphological Classification of Blood Leukocytes by Microscope Images
(PIURI; SCOTTI, 2004) present a fully automated pipeline to segment and classify
leukocytes, according to their lineage. The method works with grayscale images, since
the colorant used to enhance white blood cells does not have the same effect, resulting in
different pigment intensities.
The pipeline was divided into four phases, where the first one was focused on
enhancing the input image, so that the next step was able to segment the leukocytes in
a more effective way. After they were segmented, 23 morphological features used on the
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leukocyte classification were extracted. A total of five Artificial Neural Networks were
trained, where one ANN was specialized in a leukocyte lineage, so one leukocyte was
classified by the five ANNs individually, and the one with the highest degree of certainty,
determined the final class.
The experiments were made on a private dataset with 113 images, with a total
of 134 leukocytes labeled by experts. The proposed parallel ANN architecture reached a
mean error of 0.08 with a standard deviation of 0.09. As one of the precursors, the results
proved the possibility of identifying leukocyte lineage based morphological features.
3.3.3 Leukocyte Segmentation and Classification in Blood-smear Images
(RAMOSER et al., 2005) propose a fully automated approach, in order to segment
and classify leukocytes, according to its lineage from blood smear images. The authors
opted to use the HSL model instead of RGB on the segmentation phase, since it is less
sensitive to illumination variation according to the authors. The K-means clustering
algorithm was used on segmentation pipeline like other segmentation proposals. The value
attributed to the K parameter was three, as there were three distinct clusters in the image,
i.e., background and leukocyte cytoplasm, erythrocytes and leukocyte nucleus.
After the clusterization, a probability image was built to segment only leukocytes,
where this image had high values for pixels with big chances of belonging to a leukocyte,
and low values if the pixels had higher chances of not belonging to a leukocyte. An adaptive
threshold applied on the probability image was used to finish the segmentation phase.
Different from (FARAG, 2003) and (PIURI; SCOTTI, 2004) that used only one
kind of feature to compose the feature vector (spatial and morphological), (RAMOSER et
al., 2005) combined two kinds of features, i.e., eighteen color statistic features and eight
shape features extracted only from the leukocyte nucleus, resulting in a feature vector
with twenty-six features.
The classifier used was the SVM. Actually thirteen support vector machine
classifiers were used, as each one was trained using the one-vs-all approach to be specialized
in one of the thirteen possible classes. Classifications were made based on the probability
resulting from each classifier, and the one with the highest certainty degree was chosen as
the final class, but if none of the classifiers returned a probability higher than 50% the
sample was rejected. This architecture showed a great result, reaching above 90% accuracy
with a rejection on a set of 1.166 images.
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3.3.4 Automatic Morphological Analysis for Acute Leukemia Identification in Peripheral
Blood Microscope Images
(SCOTTI, 2005) was one of the first proposals focused on the Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia detection, where the objective was to develop an efficient feature extraction and
a classification method that distinguishes a leukocyte carrier of ALL from a healthy one,
since the leukocyte segmentation pipeline used was that of (PIURI; SCOTTI, 2004).
Even with a pipeline that detected and extracted sub-images with each leukocyte
in its center already developed, the authors had to design a pipeline capable of segmenting
leukocytes in the center of each sub-image, and then segment the leukocyte nucleus and
cytoplasm, and be able to extract features from each of these regions individually.
The central leukocyte segmentation starts with a Sobel edge enhancing, impro-
ving the image condition for the application of the Canny edge detection. After that a
morphological operation of dilation was applied in order to connect contours that still
could be disconnected. After that the central contour was flooded to finally apply the
morphological operations once again, but this time an erosion removing all the objects,
except for the central leukocyte. Once the central leukocyte segmentation was completed
an Otsu’s threshold method was applied to segment leukocyte nucleus from cytoplasm,
because their histogram tends to be a bi-modal which fits well in this method.
When the nucleus and the cytoplasm were segmented, a total of twenty-three
features were extracted, so as to represent the leukocytes. An imageset with 113 images
of complete blood smear provided by the M. Tettamanti Research Center for Childhood
Leukemias and Hematological Diseases, Monza, Italy, was used to test the proposal. From
the imageset, a subset with 150 images of isolated leukocytes was created with expert
help, so that the classification tests would be done, where a mean error of 0.0113 with a
standard deviation of 0.0281 was reached by a feed forward neural network.
3.3.5 New Decision Support Tool for Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia Classification
(MADHUKAR SOS AGAIAN, 2012) made an analysis of several proposals focused
on blood smear image segmentation and acute lymphoblastic leukemia detection, and con-
cluded that all of them only extracted features from isolated leukocytes, so (MADHUKAR
SOS AGAIAN, 2012) proposed that features were extracted from a complete blood smear
image.
The pipeline was divided into three phases, starting on leukocyte nucleus segmen-
tation using a K-means clustering algorithm on channels a and b, as these channels are
responsible for the color representation on the L*a*b model.
Texture and shape features were extracted from the entire segmented image
in order to generate a representation, and an SVM classifier was used to perform the
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classification. A set of 98 images provided by Charles Fabio Scotti was used to validate
the method, and a 93.5% accuracy was reached using a K-ford cross-validation method, in
order to ensure that there wasn’t overfitting.
3.3.6 Identification and Classification of Acute Leukemia Using Neural Network
(FATMA; SHARMA, 2014) propose a method of leukemia detection in blood smear
images by using Artificial Neural Networks. Because it is focused on a high performance
segmentation phase, it used only digital image processing algorithms that do not demand
high computational power, in a way limiting their possibilities.
The segmentation phase consists of a contrast enhancement, followed by a K-means
clustering isolating the majority of leukocyte nucleus pixels, and a median filter is also
applied at the end to remove the remaining noise. As focused on high performance, and only
a few features were extracted to decrease the computational power. The features chosen to
build a leukocyte representation were radius, perimeter, mean, standard deviation, area,
variance and circularity.
Even using simple digital image processing and machine learning algorithms,
(FATMA; SHARMA, 2014) reached an accuracy rate of 91%. A subset of fifty images,
selected from the ALL_IDB1 database was used to perform the tests, and it should be
emphasized that thirty-eight images were used to train the net, and the remaining twelve
used for classification.
3.3.7 Leukocyte Classification for Leukemia Detection Using Image Processing Techniques
(PUTZU et al., 2014) propose a fully automated pipeline for the ALL detection
in blood smear images, illustrated in Figure 26. Different from other works with the
same objective, the authors do not discard agglomerated cells and also preserve leukocyte
cytoplasm during segmentation, with it being considered more robust than the others.
The leukocyte segmentation was done by applying a threshold on channel Y
(CMYK model), where the T value was found by using the Zack algorithm. As major
problems encountered on blood smear image classification are constituted presence of
leukocyte agglomerations and incomplete leukocytes, a separation method was done by
first identifying the agglomerations and isolating leukocytes based on their roundness.
After that incomplete leukocytes were removed based on roundness measure.
Once leukocyte agglomerations were detected, the separation was done using the
watershed method followed by morphological operations, as seen in other articles. An
extra segmentation step was taken in order to extract some features from the complete
leukocyte (nucleus and cytoplasm) and others only using leukocyte nucleus. In order to do
so, the Zack algorithm was used again, but this time applied on the Green channel, and as
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FIGURE 26 – Diagram of the proposed method from blood image to the ALL classification
via identification of white blood cells (WBCs). Source: (PUTZU et al.,
2014).
observed in other articles, this channel tends to highlight the leukocyte nucleus.
When all leukocytes from the input image were segmented and isolated, a total of
131 features were extracted to represent a leukocyte, where 30 were shape descriptors, 21
color descriptors and 80 texture descriptors. A group of classifiers was tested in order to
find which one had the best result, so it could be chosen to be the definitive one, and out
of SVM, KNN, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree, SVM was the one with the best result,
reaching an accuracy of 93% and a sensitivity of 98% on a set of 33 images with the same
lighting pattern selected from ALL_IDB1.
3.3.8 An Intelligent Decision Support System for Leukemia Diagnosis Using Microscopic
Blood Images
(NEOH et al., 2015) used a clustering algorithm on the L channel (L*a*b model)
to segment leukocytes. Different from other proposals that use the K-means algorithm in
order to cluster the image, (NEOH et al., 2015) proposed a new clustering algorithm that
was based on simulating discriminant measure (SDM) with in and between cluster scatter
variances, resulting in a better performance than K-means algorithm, once it bases itself
only on cluster scattering.
As the proposed clustering method successfully segmented the complete leukocyte,
a consistent representation was extracted using color, shape, texture and statistical features.
A feature vector with eighty features was elaborated to represent leukocytes. The authors
opted not to use many features, since there wasn’t a large amount of data to train the
classifiers, thus avoiding the curse of dimensionality, as a set of 180 images from ALL_IDB2
was used to validate their method.
Different from other proposals which also tested several classifiers and concluded
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that the SVM method was the best one to be used on blood smear image classification, due
to its results, (NEOH et al., 2015) found its best accuracy result using the Dempster-Shafer
ensemble method, reaching 96.72%, while SVM reached a 96.67% accuracy.
3.3.9 Naive Bayesian Classifier for Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia Detection
(SELVARAJ; KANAKARAJ, 2015) propose a simple method to segment and
classify leukocytes as carrier of ALL or not, using the K-means clustering algorithm to
segment the leukocyte nucleus, and a Naive Bayes classifier to define if the leukocyte has
ALL or not.
The authors used only a set of forty images selected from the ALL_IDB2 database
to perform the tests, where twenty images had leukocytes with ALL and the remaining
twenty were from healthy patients. As the authors used only features extracted from
the leukocyte nucleus, the application of a K-means algorithm provided a good nucleus
segmentation, as seen on many other works.
After the segmentation, a representation with eight features was extracted from
the leukocytes. According to the authors, a small representation was decided as a result
of using a small dataset. Also considered a simple classifier, Naive Bayes presented a
considerable accuracy, reaching 75%. So it can be concluded that by also using a simple
pipeline with basic digital image processing and machine learning algorithms the result
was expressive, due to its simplicity.
3.3.10 Leukocyte Classification in Microscopy Images for Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia
Identification
The proposal of (RODRIGUES et al., 2016) was focused on evaluating multiple
linear classification models on the ALL detection problem, so the segmentation step was
not as refined as seen in other proposals, which can be directly related to the 85% best
accuracy found. The segmentation step started from a median filter on the V channel
(HSV model), followed by a binarization using Otsu’s method, and finally morphological
operations in order to close small holes of the segmented object.
A total of seven features related to shape were extracted, in order to build a leu-
kocyte representation. Multiple predictive models were tested to perform the classification
between positive and negative, i.e., Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, KNN and SVM, where
KNN was the one with the best accuracy, reaching 85%, and Naive Bayes was the a worse
with 70.3% accuracy.
Also presenting a relatively low accuracy in comparison to other articles that also
used ALL_IDB2 to evaluate their method, (RODRIGUES et al., 2016) was one of the
few that used all ALL_IDB2 images, and not only a subset with the same lighting. So
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they faced many more difficulties than the proposals that used only small partitions of the
original database, making this a more relevant result.
3.3.11 A Leukemia Diagnostic System Using Pre-Trained CNN’s and a Classification
Committee
(VOGADO et al., 2017b) proposed an approach using multiple pre-trained Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to perform feature extraction. The authors did not use a
segmentation step either as seen in many other articles, and stressed that a segmentation
step resulted in worse performance of feature extraction via CNNs.
Due to the huge amount of features generated by CNNs, a total of 4.096 features,
instead of only 108 samples of the complete ALL_IDB1 database, the Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) feature selection method was used to reduce data dimensionality.
The classification was made using a classifier committee composed of SVM, MLP
and Random Forest, combined with the majority vote technique. The combination of
distinct classifiers resulted in an accuracy of 98.14%, being the best result found in
literature.
3.4 DISCUSSION
After analyzing several proposals which aimed to segment, count and/or classify
the blood smear images using digital image processing and/or machine learning methods,
some tendencies could be observed indicating their efficiency.
In the segmentation phase, there was a considerable number of methods that
used the Green channel (RGB model) in the leukocyte nucleus segmentation. Also, in
the segmentation phase, it was noticed that color models HSV and CMYK had a real
potential in this particular problem.
It was also observed that morphological and texture features tend to generate
great results, but the most current work analyzed revealed that CNNs generate great
results as well. SVM was also unanimously considered as the best classifier to be used
alone. Table 2 presents a summary of the proposals focused on ALL detection or leukocyte
classification as carrier of ALL or not. It was observed that a small number of proposals
used the complete ALL_IDB database in their tests without any explanation as to why
the subset was used, so their results can be considered inconclusive when applied to a

























In this chapter, we present the image database used in the development of this
work, as well as a detailed description of each step of the method proposed in order to to
classify peripheral blood images.
4.1 IMAGE DATABASES
The image databases ALL_IDB1 and ALL_IDB2, both provided by Labati et.
al. (2011), were chosen to be used in the development of this work, since they are free,
public domain, labeled and developed for the purpose of testing digital image processing
and pattern recognition algorithms. The image names on both bases follows the pattern
ImXXX_Y.tiff, where XXX is an integer sequence used as an identifier of each image, and
Y is the label that defines if the image belongs to a healthy patient, or a patient with ALL(if
Y = 0 the patient is healthy, and if Y = 1 the patient as ALL). The images were captured
using a Canon PowerShot G5 camera attached to a microscope. It is also important to
emphasize that all ALL_IDB2 images are cutouts of ALL_IDB1 images(LABATI et al.,
2011).
4.1.1 ALL_IDB1 Database
The ALL_IDB1 database consists of 108 images taken from blood samples
collected and labeled by medical oncologists in September 2005, where 49 images belong to
patients with ALL and the remaining 59 images belong to healthy patients. Only 510 of the
approximately 39.000 blood cells existing in all images were labeled as lymphoblasts, which
shows the need to remove the existing erythrocytes and thrombocytes before classifying
an image. Two important characteristics verified were different kinds of lighting and zoom
level during acquisition, as we can see in Figure 27 .
4.1.2 ALL_IDB2 Database
The ALL_IDB2 base contains 260 TIFF-format images, equally divided between
diseased cells, called lymphoblasts, and healthy cells, derived from cutouts of some
ALL_IDB1 base images. The images were composed of one central leukocyte (the object
for classification) and some erythrocytes and/or leukocytes, that must be removed. Figure
28 shows examples of images from ALL_IDB2.
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FIGURE 27 – Images that show many different kinds of lighting and the zoom level
present on the ALL_IDB1 base. Source: (LABATI et al., 2011)
FIGURE 28 – ALL_IDB2 image examples that show the existence of erythrocytes and
incomplete leukocytes on the extremities, and one leukocyte in the center.
Source: (LABATI et al., 2011)
4.2 OVERVIEW
Our approach is to classify an ALL_IDB1 image based on local regions of im-
portance. Different from other works that classify these images using global information,
extracting features from a complete ALL_IDB1 image, not taking into account local regi-
ons of importance.The proposed work can be divided into five main steps. As can be seen
in Figure 29, the first one focuses on segmenting the existing leukocytes in an ALL_IDB1
image. Thereby, the second step was to find the center of mass of each leukocyte and
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cutout sub-images from the original ALL_IDB1 image, using these centers of mass found
as central coordinates for the sub-images, reassembling the ALL_IDB2 image pattern, as
illustrated in Figure 30. This step was important because the ALL_IDB2 images were
used to train the classifier.
FIGURE 29 – Complete pipeline proposed, where each colorful dash represents one step
described in the previous section, where the green dashes represent the
first step, the blue ones the second step, the orange ones the third step,
the yellow ones the fourth step and the purple ones the fifth step. Source:
the author.
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FIGURE 30 – This figure exemplifies the steps used in leukocyte extraction. Where (a)
is the ALL_IDB1 image, (b) is the result of the pipeline that segmented
all leukocytes existing on (a), (c) calculates the center of mass of each
leukocyte, represented by a green dot, (d) represents the cutout images
resulting from this pipeline. Source: the author.
The third step was focused on segmenting only the central leukocyte in an image.
The pipeline was applied on sub-images resulting from the last step and the ALL_IDB2
images before feature extraction. Some feature extract methods used on the classification
process work better if only the object of interest exists in the image.
The fourth step consists in extracting and working the features that were used in
image classification. This step initiates by extracting features from sub-images, resulting
from the third step, using the Convolutional Neural Network VGG19, and extracting
texture features from segmented sub-images. Finally, it was binarized, normalized and
reduced the dimensionality by selecting the most important features.
The fifth and final step consisted in training an SVM classifier by using features
extracted from the ALL_IDB2 images and classifying each sub-image extracted from the
ALL_IDB1 image. Lastly, the ALL_IDB1 image class was defined based on the majority
class of its individual leukocytes.
4.3 DEVELOPMENT BASE
To ensure that any pipeline used in this work didn’t have a bias that compromises
its generalization power, the ALL_IDB1 database was divided in to two subsets, where
76 images, corresponding to approximately 70% of the complete dataset were used in
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the development of the pipelines, always testing a new hypothesis on these images. The
remaining 32 images, about 30% of the complete dataset, were used only when the proposal
was finished, verifying that the proposed method didn’t perform well only on the images
used in its development process.
The 76 images selected to compose the subset used during the development process
were selected based on the five lighting patterns observed in the ALL_IDB1 database. A
proportional number of images was selected for each lighting pattern, ensuring that the
subset used in the development represents the complete base well.
4.4 REDUNDANT ALL_IDB2 IMAGES REMOVAL
As there weren’t correlations in the (LABATI et al., 2011) article, as to which
ALL_IDB1 images were used to extract which ALL_IDB2 images, a technique was
developed to confirm if an ALL_IDB2 image belongs to an ALL_IDB1 image. This
technique consists in convolving an ALL_IDB2 image into an ALL_IDB1 image. Each
convolution window was converted to gray scale Binarise, them calculated the Pearson
correlation coefficient and finally verified if the result is bigger than 0.9, indicating a high
correlation between the ALL_IDB2 image and this ALL_IDB1 area. This technique was
applied in the entire ALL_IDB2 database images, and the results were stored and used
when it was necessary to remove the ALL_IDB2 images in the classifier training.
4.5 ALL_IDB1 LEUKOCYTE SEGMENTATION
The directly segmented leukocytes of an image show themselves as a complex
process, due to the existence of several elements that must be removed before some feature
extraction, such as erythrocytes, the background itself and the incomplete leukocytes. The
approach used was to individually segment each element, then remove them from the
original image, remaining only leukocytes. In the next subsections each step developed is
described.
4.5.1 Background Removal
It was necessary to divide the background segmentation pipeline into two main
phases, where the first one is a preprocessing phase with the objective to correct the
illumination irregularities and increase the difference from the background pixels of those
belonging to leukocytes and erythrocytes, using Algorithm 3. Figure 31 shows the algorithm
pipeline. The illumination problems are caused by the fact that the center tends to be
illuminated with greater intensity than the rest of the blood slice, thus making the
peripheral regions darker than the central region in some images.
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Algorithm 3 Preprocessing algorithm:
1: Convert image from BGR to L*a*b color space
2: Isolate L channel
3: Blur L channel using a kernel (161, 161)
4: Invert pixel values, inside the range 0 to 255
5: Sum inverted image to original L channel image
6: Equalize added image
7: Reassemble L*a*b image using the equalized image as new value to L channel
8: Convert new L*a*b image to BGR color space
FIGURE 31 – Displays the result of each step of the algorithm 3, (a) original image, (b)
L channel, (c) L blurred, (d) inverted image, (e) addition of (d) and (b),
(f) equalized image, (g) preprocessed image. Source: the author.
The second phase used the preprocessing final image and focused on the segment
background pixels, combining the blue and green color channels (RGB model) because
these channels showed complementary characteristics. The blue channel tends to represent
erythrocytes with low values, leukocytes with intermediate values and background with
high values, while the green channel represents erythrocytes with intermediary values,
leukocytes with very low values and background with high values. Thus, by adding these
two color channels, an image was obtained where the erythrocytes and a leukocytes
have intermediary values and background with much higher values, making it easier to
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differentiate them. The following steps intend to smooth any loss using morphological
operations, as described in Algorithm 4. Image 32 shows the complete process.
Algorithm 4 Background removal algorithm:
1: Split preprocessed BGR color space image into Blue, Green and Red channels
2: Sum Blue and Green channels
3: Binarize image using the following rule: IF pixel_value < 255 THEN 0
4: Apply first an Opening then a Closing morphological operation using a kernel (3, 3) with an
ellipse shape
5: Remove internal holes with small areas, recovering leukocyte regions taken as background
6: Invert pixel values, making background pixels having 0 value and remaining pixels having
255 value
7: Create a mask changing each pixel value from 255 to 1
8: Multiply the original image with the mask resulting in an image where all background pixels
have 0 value
FIGURE 32 – Displays the result of each step of the algorithm 4, (a) preprocessed image,
(b) blue channel, (c) green channel, (d) sum result of blue and green
channels, (e) binarized image, (f) opening morphological operation, (g)
closing morphological operation, (h) internal holes removed, (i) image with
background removed. Source: the author.
4.5.2 Erythrocyte Removal
Once the background was removed, the only elements remaining in the image were
leukocytes and erythrocytes. This step was intended for the removal of all the remaining
erythrocytes. When the images with their background removed were analyzed looking for
a pattern that distinguishes erythrocytes from leukocytes. The hue channel represents
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the structures in a very different way and only leukocytes remain complete, ergo this
segmentation pipeline was assembled using this channel.
In some lighting patterns, the hue channel maintained almost only leukocytes, and
in cases where erythrocytes were still preserved, they were not complete and could easily
be removed by applying an erosion morphological operation, as described in Algorithm 5
and illustrated in Figure 33, thus resulting in an image composed only of leukocytes.
Algorithm 5 Erythrocyte removal algorithm:
1: Convert image with background removed to HSV color representation model
2: Binarise Hue channel using Otsu’s method
3: Apply an Erosion three consecutive times using a kernel (5, 5) in the shape of an ellipse
4: Remove all objects with an area smaller than 2000 pixels
5: Create a mask that maintain only leukocytes by changing pixel values from 255 to 1
6: Multiply original image with the mask
FIGURE 33 – Displays the result of each step of the algorithm 5, (a) background removed
image, (b) hue channel, (c) binarized image using Otsu’s method, (d)
eroded image, (e) small objects removed, (f) multiplication result between
the original image and the generated mask. Source: the author.
4.5.3 Incomplete Leukocyte Removal
As only complete leukocytes must be taken into account when classifying an
image, it was necessary to find a way to remove the ones that were incomplete by being in
the extremities of the blood slice when the image was taken.
After the observations, it was noticed that in some images there were complete
leukocytes attached to incomplete leukocytes that were on the borders and should be
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removed. Therefore, a simple removal of elements that were in contact with the borders
removed both attached leukocytes. So this was worked in a way to find where the edge
of a leukocyte was, so that we could remove only the incomplete leukocyte and keep the
complete one.
The watershed method works very well in this scenario of finding the correct edge
for the leukocyte that must be removed. After the edges are computed, it becomes an easy
task to remove the incomplete leukocytes by applying a flood fill in each contour that was
in contact with the image limits, as described in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Incomplete leukocyte removal algorithm:
1: Convert image with the background and erythrocytes removed to grayscale
2: Binarize image changing to 255 any pixel with a value higher than 0
3: Verify if there is any object in contact with any extremity
4: if there is an object in contact with any extremity then
5: Apply watershed on the image with the background and erythrocytes removed
6: Flood fill any contour that makes contact with an extremity
7: Subtract the binary image created in step 2 with flooded image
8: Apply an opening morphological operation with a kernel (3, 3) with an elliptical shape
9: Create a mask that maintains only complete leukocytes by changing pixel values from 255
to 1
10: Multiply original image with the mask
11: end if
To illustrate the steps of this pipeline, a different image was chosen than the one
used before, because that image doesn’t have any attached leukocytes on its extremities.
So to better illustrate this algorithm behavior, an image that contains this characteristic
was chosen as can be seen in Figure 34.
4.6 SINGLE LEUKOCYTE DETECTION
After obtaining an image composed only of complete leukocytes, the focus changed
to extract them individually, since the classification phase was designed to work only with
individual leukocytes. As a considerable number of images contains leukocytes attached to
them, it was necessary to design a pipeline in order to find the approximate Center Of
Mass (COM) of each leukocyte. This section will describe the developed method.
The two concepts defined during the development were agglomeration and attached,
where agglomeration refers to a group of leukocytes, formed by more than two leukocytes
and attached defines the small groups formed by only two leukocytes, as exemplified in
Figure 35. Through these concepts, two constants were defined, where an agglomeration is
an object with an area bigger than three times the area of an isolated leukocyte, and an
attached is an object with an area bigger than 1.5 times the area of an isolated leukocyte,
and smaller than three times the area of an isolated leukocyte.
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FIGURE 34 – Displays the result of each step of the Algorithm 6, (a) image composed
with only leukocytes, (b) grayscale image, (c) binarized image, (d) wa-
tershed contours draws in (c), (e) border leukocytes flooded using the 127
value, (f) extracted border leukocytes, (g) subtraction of (c) minus (f), (h)
morphological opening of (g) result, (i) image composed only of complete
leukocytes. Source: the author.
FIGURE 35 – Examples of agglomerations in (a) and (b) and attached leukocytes in (c)
and (d). Source: the author.
The method designed to individually extract each leukocyte of an image, initially
isolates, in separate images, the three possible existing classes, i.e., isolated leukocytes,
agglomerations and attached. Then the COM of each leukocyte was found by dismantling
agglomerations and attached, to finally cut out sub-images.
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4.6.1 Discover Median Leukocyte Area
As the ALL_IDB1 database has images in different levels of zoom, using a constant
value to represent a single leukocyte area wouldn’t perform well in the entire database, and
there was no way to find a rational value for this hypothetical value. So it was necessary
to find a measure that represented well the size of a single leukocyte in the current image
and not for the entire database. The median measure was the one chosen, because the
presence of outliers doesn’t affect its value as much as in the average, where this outliers
were agglomerations or attached leukocytes.
In order to reach the Leukocyte Median Area (LMA) in the images that had
agglomerations and/or attached it was necessary to find and remove them, and calculate
the median when there were only isolated leukocytes in the image. Algorithm 7 describes
the steps used to calculate the LMA value on the segmented images composed only by
leukocytes resulted from the method described in Section 4.5.
Algorithm 7 Median area calculus algorithm:
1: Binarise segmented image
2: Remove small objects
3: Fill internal holes in the objects
4: Calculate median area of all objects
5: if There any a object with area bigger than 3 times median is founded then
6: Find objects with an area bigger than 3 times the median value and remove them
7: Recalculate the median area of all objects again
8: end if
9: if Any object with an area bigger than 1.5 times the median is founded then
10: Find objects with an area bigger than 1.5 times the median value and remove them
11: Recalculate the median area of all objects again
12: end if
4.6.2 Detach Leukocytes
This method was applied to several morphological erosion operations and after
each erosion, it was verified if one or more leukocytes were detached based on their area,
detailed in Algorithm 8. The kernel size used was calculated based on the median leukocyte
area, where the kernel size was defined by Equation 4.1, using the median leukocyte area
as reference. This way the kernel size adapts to the size of the leukocytes that compose
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The area was a criterion adopted, in order to define if an object was an agglome-
ration or a single leukocyte, and after the application of an erosion all objects become
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smaller, therefore this criterion must be updated after every iteration, thus avoiding that
after some erosion, an agglomeration is erroneously considered a single leukocyte, Equation
4.2 shows how this value was updated after each erosion.
reference_value = (1 − (1 ∗ kernel_size ∗ iteration)) ∗ leukocyte_median_area (4.2)
Algorithm 8 Leukocyte detach algorithm:
1: Define kernel size
2: for iteration = 0; iteration < 150; iteration += 1 do
3: Calculate current reference_value and area of all objects
4: Select objects with area smaller than reference_value
5: Compute center of mass of each object selected
6: Remove selected objects from image that is been processed
7: Apply erosion operation
8: end for
4.6.3 Isolate Different Classes
Once LMA was found, it was possible to assign a class to each object based on
its area, where: the classes were isolated, attached and agglomerations. Then each class is
isolated to a separated image. The method consists in computing each object area, then




AGGLOMERATION, IF object_area > (3 ∗ medial_leukocyte_area)
ATTACHED, IF object_area > (1.5 ∗ medial_leukocyte_area)
ISOLATED, OTHERWISE
(4.3)
As can be seen in Figure 36, the rule created to distinguish each class based
on its size is not perfect, where Figure 36.b has attached leukocytes being defined as
agglomerations. It is important that it always error to the class above, for example
classifying an attached as agglomeration or an isolated as attached, because isolated
leukocytes don’t pass through any detach method. It is also is important that methods
designed to detach agglomerations and attached are able to handle this wrong classification
problem.
4.6.4 Nucleus Segmentation
As observed in Figure 35, agglomerations usually are formed by leukocytes that
have their extremities in contact, so when removing leukocyte cytoplasm some leukocytes
could be detached, or their connection reduced. It must be highlighted that this method is
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FIGURE 36 – Result of isolation method, (a) segmented leukocyte image, (b) image
agglomeration, (c) attached image, (d) isolated leukocytes image. Source:
the author.
applied only in agglomerations, once it is more difficult to find individual COM in them
that is attached, being unnecessary to apply this method in this case.
This method works with channels of different color representation models, because
as they represent an image with different interpretations, combining them could simplify
the segmentation process, as detailed in Algorithm 9. The channels selected to be used on
highlighted cell nucleus from the cytoplasm are illustrated in Figure 37.
Algorithm 9 Nucleus segmentation algorithm:
1: Convert segmented leukocyte image to HSV model and extract Saturation channel
2: Convert segmented leukocyte image to L*a*b model and extract b channel
3: Convert segmented leukocyte image to YUV model and extract U channel
4: Sum b and U channels
5: Binarize added image using Otsu’s method
6: Apply k-means in Saturation channel image, with K = 3 because there are only three classes
in the image, i.e., cell nucleus, cytoplasm and background
7: Find the biggest value on k-means resulting image, because Saturation channel tends to
represent cell nucleus with values bigger than cytoplasm
8: Binarize k-means result image using the following rule: IF value = biggest_value THEN 0
ELSE 255
9: Apply logic operation AND using images resulting from steps 5 and 8
10: Apply closing morphological operation using a kernel (5, 5) in the shape of ellipse
11: Remove remaining small objects, then invert image, making 255 values represent leukocyte
pixels
12: Change 255 values to 1, then multiply this image to original image with complete leukocytes
4.6.5 Find Individual Leukocyte Centers of Mass on Attached
After detecting attached leukocytes (attached), two methods were elaborated,
to find the COM of each leukocyte, where the first one was through the application of
Algorithm 8 on the nucleus segmented image, and the second one computing the COM of
the complete attached object.
It was necessary to use different ways to compute COM, due to the fact that the
rule defined to distinguish each class isn’t perfect, so in some images there were leukocytes
with disproportional size in relation to others. So, this method must work taking to account
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FIGURE 37 – Nucleus segmentation pipeline results, (a) segmented leukocyte image, (b)
Saturation channel, (c) b channel, (d) U channel, (e) result of sum of (c)
and (d), (f) binarization of (e), (g) k-means applied on Saturation, (h)
k-means image binarized, (i) AND logical operation applied on (f) and
(h), (j) result of closing operation, (k) inverted image and small objects
removed, (l) segmented image. Source: the author.
this fact, validating each COM found. This validation consists of removing COM with a
Euclidean Distance lower than 1.25 times LMA.
Credited levels of confidence for each method were used to extract COM, where
the most reliable attached cases were the ones found by Algorithm 8, thereby, if two COMs
had an Euclidean Distance lower than 1.25 times LMA, the one found using erosion in the
nucleus was preserved and the other one removed.
This way, one method compensates for the other’s failures as seen in image 38,
where the red circles in 38(b) represent the COMs using Algorithm 10, the yellow circles
in 38 (c) illustrate all COMs found using complete attached leukocytes, and 38 (d) shows
the final COMs computed in 38 (a), after the validation makes it clear that the methods
compensate each other.
4.6.6 Find Individual Leukocyte Center of Mass in Agglomerations
As agglomeration is more complex than attached, the same method used to find
individual leukocyte centers of mass in attached was incremented to fit this class, where the
main difference is that there is one more way to compute COM, as described in Algorithm
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FIGURE 38 – Nucleus segmentation pipeline results, (a) Leukocytes defined as attached,
(b) COM found using Algorithm 8 marked in red, (c) COM using complete
object, marked in yellow, (d) COM found after combining and validating
COM of (b) and (c), marked in green. Source: the author.
10. This method consists of applying Algorithm 8 to the agglomeration image without
segmenting its nucleus, thus generating a different COM, then following the same steps as
the method used in attached.
The trust rating of the methods used to calculate COM changed in relation to
the one applied in attached, where COM found through the original agglomeration image
was given the highest credibility, then COM was found in the nucleus segmented image,
and finally, COM of the complete objects was also found. As observed in Figure 39, the
three methods complement each other.
Algorithm 10 Nucleus segmentation algorithm:
1: Isolate agglomerations in one image
2: Apply algorithm 8 in the agglomeration image and store COM found
3: Segment nucleus present in the agglomeration image
4: Apply algorithm 8 in the nucleus segmented image and store COM found
5: Remove closed COM, prioritizing the ones found in step 2
6: Compute COM of the complete objects
7: Remove closed COM, prioritizing the ones found until step 5
4.6.7 Sub-image Extraction
As the goal was to replicate the ALL_IDB2 image pattern, where the images
have one central leukocyte that was considered the object of interest, as detailed in Section
4.1.2, in the ALL_IDB1 images, leukocytes were classified individually for a classifier
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FIGURE 39 – Nucleus segmentation pipeline results, (a) COM marked in white by Algo-
rithm 8 applied in the complete agglomeration image, (b) COM marked in
red found using Algorithm 8 in the nucleus image, (c) COM using complete
object, marked in green, (d) COM found after combining and validating
COM of (a), (b) and (c), marked in blue. Source: the author.
trained with the ALL_IDB2 images. It must be highlighted that the sub-images were
extracted from the original ALL_IDB1 image without any segmentation.
After estimating the COM of each leukocyte in an ALL_IDB1 image, the sub-
images were cut out, where the central point of a sub-image corresponds to a COM of a
leukocyte. As the ALL_IDB2 database doesn’t have a single image size, it was decided
to use the most common size which is 257 x 257. In cases where the leukocyte was too
close from an edge, the central point of the sub-image was dislocated until it was possible
to reach a 257 x 257 size, even though the image central point wasn’t the same as the
leukocyte central point, which also happens in the ALL_IDB2 database, so it doesn’t
compromise the classification as the classifier deals with this case in the training process.
4.7 SUB-IMAGE AND ALL_IDB2 SEGMENTATION
As one type of feature used in the classification was texture, and in this particular
kind of feature it performs better if it was acquired from an image containing only the
object of interest, a method was developed in order to segment only the central leukocyte
present in an image. This method was applied in sub-images extracted from the ALL_IDB1
images and the ALL_IDB2 database.
A large part of the methods used in ALL_IDB1 leukocyte segmentation were
reused since both sub-images and ALL_IDB2 images come from the ALL_IDB1 images,
as pointed in the Algorithm 11. The difference between this method and the one used
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to segment ALL_IDB1 images, described in Section 4.5, is that in this case only the
leukocyte that was closer to the center must remain in the image, so an additional step to
remove any leukocyte which was not the central was added.
Algorithm 11 Central leukocyte segmentation algorithm:
1: Remove background, using method described in Section 4.5.1.
2: Remove erythrocytes, using method described in Section 4.5.2.
3: Remove incomplete leukocytes in contact with edges, using method described in Section 4.5.3
4: Detect and drawn on black leukocyte edges, using watershed algorithm. This is used to deal
with attached leukocytes.
5: Detach leukocytes using an erosion morphological operation, with kernel (5, 5) in ellipse
shape
6: Compute center of mass of each detached leukocyte.
7: Calculate Euclidean distance between central point of the image and center of mass of each
leukocyte
8: Remove all leukocytes, except the one with the shortest distance to the center.
In more complex cases some part of the central leukocyte could be lost, as can be
seen in Figure 40, this usually happens in sub-images where the central leukocyte is part
of an agglomeration or an attached.
FIGURE 40 – Sub-image segmentation method results, (a) sub-image extracted from
ALL_IDB1 image, (b) background removed, (c) erythrocytes removed, (d)
image (b) binarized with edges found by watershed drawn, (e) incomplete
leukocytes removed by flooding extremities, (f) erosion applied on (e) to
detach objects, (g) central leukocyte found, highlighted in gray, (h) all
leukocytes removed except the central, (i) segmented image acquired by
using (h) as a mask and multiply it by (a). Source: the author.
4.8 FEATURE EXTRACTION AND SELECTION
Once the detection extraction of sub-images and segmentation was done, which
features would be used to distinguish leukocytes with ALL from healthy ones started to
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be analyzed. After analyzing research papers that worked with the same objective, it was
noticed that features extracted using CNN, texture and morphological features presented
the most relevant results. However none of the papers combined both feature extraction
techniques.
4.8.1 Texture Features
Texture features are used in several computer vision applications with many
different purposes, and in most cases they perform very well. In the leukocyte classification
case, this is not an exception either. Different from other papers that convert the image to
gray scale instead of extract texture features, in this case features were computed from
any of the YUV, HSV, BGR and L*a*b channels representation models, using the GLCM
(HARALICK et al., 1973) and LBP (OJALA et al., 1996) methods on sub-images after
segmenting the central leukocyte.
4.8.2 CNN Features
Transfer learning is the area in machine learning which studies how to apply a
knowledge learned in a specific scenario to a different one. A successful application of
this hypothesis is seen by using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) trained with a
database A to extract features from a database B, and the results are very consistent, as
observed by (RAZAVIAN et al., 2014).
The ResNet50 CNN architecture introduced by (HE et al., 2015) was used as a
feature extraction method which generates feature vectors with 2048 features. It must
be pointed out that the CNN was trained using the ImageNet database (DENG et al.,
2009) before extracting the features, and the features were extracted from the sub-images
without segmenting them.
4.8.3 Morphological Features
After analyzing the five classes of leukocytes, it was noticed that their morphology
was very different, and most of the articles found in the literature used morphological
features and presented very consistent results, as seen in the work proposed by (PIURI;
SCOTTI, 2004), that uses only morphological features to classify leukocytes according to
their lineage. Only three morphological features were computed, i.e., Area, Perimeter and
Ratio between the area of the nucleus to the area of the cell.
4.8.4 Feature Vector
Once the feature extraction phase ended, a total of 5279 features were extracted,
so it was necessary to reduce them by selecting the most relevant ones, thus avoiding the
course of dimensionality, since there were only 260 samples used to train the classifier.
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Before applying the dimensionality reduction, the feature vectors were normalized
using the Z-score (LARSEN; MARX, 2000) method, so none of the features received a
bigger weight only because they had a bigger magnitude of values.
The feature selection phase uses the Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) (GUYON
et al., 2002) technique to find the n most important features, thus being able to select
a smaller subset formed by the n most relevant features to represent each sample. RFE
uses a linear regression model as a Support Vector Regression (SVR) to estimate the
importance of each feature and remove the least important at each iteration, until there
are only n features remaining.
Different sizes of feature vectors, selecting a group with the n more relevant
features found by RFE. The tests started using only two features and grew their size by
using more features until a consistent classification result was found. The smallest feature
vector that present the highest accuracy rate was made of only 15 features illustrated in
Figure 41, where seven of them were extracted using texture, and eight using CNN. An
interesting fact is that none of the morphological features were used.
FIGURE 41 – Shows how many features of each method was used for the final feature
vector. Source: the author.
4.9 IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
With the definition of the definitive feature vector, the classification phase started.
As observed in other works that used the same database, the authors used a global approach
by extracting a feature vector related to the complete image, as seen in (VOGADO et
al., 2017a). Our approach focused on classifying an image based on the features extracted
from the regions of interest, which in this case were the leukocytes of an image.
Since cancer cells tend to reproduce themselves in a disorderly fashion, a premise
was made that an image from a healthy patient has more leukocytes classified as negative
than leukocytes classified as positive to ALL (PERINI, 2016). The premise used to define
after the individual classification of the leukocytes was made not so restrictive on purpose,
because a single leukocyte wrongly classified doesn’t compromise the classification of the
entire image.
As described in Section 4.2, the classifier was trained using the feature vectors
extracted from the all ALL_IDB2 images that were not sub-images from the current
ALL_IDB1 image. Different kinds of classifiers were tested in order to find which one
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generates the best results. Classifiers were based on optimization, such as Support Vector
Machines (CORTES; VAPNIK, 1995), Perceptron (ROSENBLATT, 1958) and Multilayer
Perceptron (HAYKIN, 2001), distance based K-nearest neighbor (AHA et al., 1991),
search (FISHER, 1938), Decision Tree (L FRIEDMAN J, 1984) and probabilistic Linear
Discriminant Analysis.
All classifiers used had parameters that impacted on the classifier performance.
The best parameters of each classifier were found using exhaustive search implemented
on the sklearn class sklearn.model_selection.GridSearchCV (PEDREGOSA et al., 2011).
Table 3 displays the parameters found for each classifier.
TABLE 3 – Parameter table for classifiers.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the results for each major phase proposed in this work are presented.
Also each result from the tests performed are discussed and compared with literature
articles containing similar proposals.
5.1 SEGMENTATION RESULTS
As some features were extracted from images assuming that they contain only
leukocytes, it was crucial that this premise was largely true, so as not to compromise the
classification phase. This section presents the results of segmentation methods described
in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6, thus allowing an analysis of its performance.
5.1.1 ALL_IDB1 Leukocyte Segmentation
The method described in section 4.5 has succeeded in correctly segmenting only
complete leukocytes in 92.6% of the complete ALL_IDB1 database. From the images with
any segmentation error (7.4%) only 2.8% suffer with a leukocyte loss. In these cases not
all leukocyte were lost in one image, making it possible to classify this image based on the
remaining leukocytes.
The biggest concern was to build a methodology that didn’t have a any bias, thus
avoiding the chance of it performing well only on images used during its development. In
order to verify that this bias doesn’t exist, the ALL_IDB1 database was divided in two
image groups as mentioned in section 4.3, and when applied on the image subset used
to validate it, the results were consistent, not varying much between one database and
another, as illustrated in Figure 42.
After analyzing the segmentation results, it was concluded that the method
reached its objective, performing well under different lighting patterns, almost with the
same results as illustrated in Figure 43, different from other works that use the same
database, where they usually use only a small subset of images, because they have the
same lighting pattern, like the method proposed by (PUTZU et al., 2014), which uses only
33 images of the base.
5.1.2 Individual Leukocyte Detection
The correct individual leukocyte detection was an important phase, since the
classification of a complete image is based on its individual leukocyte classification, so any
leukocyte lost would have a huge impact.
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FIGURE 42 – Displays segmentation results of the method described in section 4.5 on
each subset and the complete ALL_IDB1 database. Source: the author.
FIGURE 43 – Exemplifies segmentation pipeline results in different lighting patterns,
where the images on the second line (e, f, g and h) are the segmentation
result of above images (a, b, c and d). Source: the author.
As detailed in Section 4.6, the biggest adversity found was to estimate the
individual COM (Center Of Mass) of leukocytes that compose agglomerations and attached.
However, the results of this method showed to be very consistent, once 78.7% of the
complete ALL_IDB1 database had all its leukocyte COM detected correctly, as displayed
in Figure 44.
Two kinds of errors were found in this process. One happens when a single
leukocyte has more than one COM attributed to it. However, this error has lower impact
than the other one that happens when an agglomeration or an attached doesn’t detached
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correctly, attributing a single COM to two or more attached leukocytes, and this error
occurs in only 2.8% of the images in the complete ALL_IDB1.
FIGURE 44 – Displays single leukocyte detection results from the method described in
section 4.6 on each subset and the complete ALL_IDB1 database. Source:
the author.
The multiple COM error occurred in two scenarios, illustrated in Figure 45, where
the most common error occurred when an object were defined as agglomerations, attached
or isolated, and the least common occurs when in some images there were leukocytes
of the following categories: neutrophil, eosinophil and basophil. Due to the fact that its
nucleus does not have a circular shape like lymphocyte, it should be strengthened that
ALL manifests only on lymphocytes.
5.1.3 Sub-images and ALL_IDB2 Segmentation Results
As the features extracted from an image depend on the image provided, this phase
must perform well so the classification phase won’t be compromised. Images with attached
leukocytes were repeatedly the ones that present more difficulties in segment the central
leukocyte with minimal information loss, and presenting almost 90% of the ALL_IDB2
database and the sub-images extracted from the ALL_IDB1 images segmented correctly.
This phase could be considered a success, as illustrated in Figure 46.
In almost only 5% of the images, the central leukocyte was completely lost, but
in none of the ALL_IDB1 images, all leukocytes were lost, for example in the image
Im005_1 from the ALL_IDB1 database, which was the image with more leukocytes lost,
31 leukocytes were detected, from which 5 were lost, 1 presented some information loss
and 25 were correctly segmented, so it can be concluded that the classification of this
image was not compromised.
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FIGURE 45 – Illustrates leukocyte individual COM detection results, blue contours
represent isolated, green refers to attached and red contours identify agglo-
merations. (a) contains an error due to wrong attribution of what should
be attached as isolated (black arrow). (b) image containing neutrophil
which in this case has multiple COM, detected a loss of a single leukocyte
(black arrow). (c) image with agglomerations, attached and isolated attri-
buted correctly, and all leukocyte COMs computed correctly even with a
neutrophil being present in this image. Source: the author.
As the definitive classifier used was SVM, theoretically, a small number of cases
that are very different from other examples of the same class doesn’t impact that much on
the decision boundary, once it attributes greater weight to samples that are closer to the
border that faces other class borders (support vectors). Thereby, the classification phase
could deal with a small number of leukocytes wrongly segmented without generating a
huge impact.
5.2 DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
As described in Section 4.8.4, different sizes of feature vectors were tested before
defining their final size. The tests consisted in using an SVM classifier to classify ALL_IDB1
images using different feature vectors and stop increasing its sizes when the accuracy
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FIGURE 46 – Central leukocyte segmentation results of method described in section 4.7
on ALL_IDB2 complete database and ALL_IDB1 sub-images extracted.
Source: the author.
stabilized. As illustrated in Figure 47, the accuracy stabilized using 15 features, which is
less than 1% of the features extracted.
FIGURE 47 – Illustrates the test results done to visualize the impact of the feature vector
size. Source: the author.
As the results presented by the classifiers were very high on the development
base as seen in Figure 48, with SVM hitting the entire development database. Thereby, it
wasn’t necessary to combine classifiers looking for better results. Instead, the classifier
with the best accuracy was chosen and used alone.
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FIGURE 48 – Shows the accuracy of each classifier tested on development database.
Source: the author.
5.3 ISOLATED FEATURES
Theoretically, features extracted using different methods can generate different
representations for the same object, combining features extracted using distinct methods,
then selecting the most relevant one in order to build a feature vector that could perform
better than a feature vector made of only one kind of feature.
Another scenario that must be verified is the real necessity of using distinct
methods of feature extraction, verifying that using only one kind of feature, the classes
can be completely discriminated from each other.
In order to prove these hypothesis, feature vectors made of only one kind of
feature (texture, CNN or morphology) were tested, then, an SVM classifier was used in
order to classify all images of the development database, using feature vectors with the
15 most relevant features of texture, CNN or 3 morphological features extracted. The
results illustrated in Figure 49 proved that the methodology of combining different kinds of
features, and then selecting the most relevant one, generated an increase on the classifier’s
performance.
5.4 ALL_IDB1 CLASSIFICATION
Reaching an accuracy of 0.99 in the complete ALL_IDB1 database by Support
Vector Machines Classifier, the classification phase can be considered successful. Figure 50
displays the accuracy reached by SVM in each database, allowing the conclusion that the
high score on the development database wasn’t the result of overfitting as the validation
database presented a compatible result.
The only case of wrong classification was a false positive, which wasn’t the worse
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FIGURE 49 – Results of the tests done to visualize the impact combine features extracted
using different methods. Source: the author.
FIGURE 50 – Results of the SVM classifier in each database used. Source: the author.
case scenario in the medical applications context, as in a practical scenario, when a false
positive happens, the doctor will check more deeply into the case and find that, it was in
fact, a false positive.
Observing Figure 51 that displays the segmentation of the image that was wrongly
classified, it can be noticed that the problem was in the segmentation phase, as seen in
Figure 51 (b), where all the cytoplasm was lost. With the loss of all cytoplasm, the true
nucleus was considered as a complete cell compromising the feature extraction phase, so it
can be concluded that the segmentation failure triggered the error.
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FIGURE 51 – Segmentation result of the wrongly classified image. (a) original image
Im107_0, (b) segmented image. Source: the author.
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6 CONCLUSION
Based on the accuracy reached, it can be concluded that the proposed pipeline
accomplished its objective. Even when it generated a wrong classification, this was not
the worse case scenario, as it was a false positive which in this context is a lesser problem
than a false negative. The accuracy was the only evaluation metrics used, as other related
works also used this same evaluation metrics.
For not having access to the masks with leukocyte markings done by specialists,
it was not possible to compute dice coefficient, standard deviation, distance or any other
measures that evaluate the segmentation results. So this phase was analyzed by observations
only, since it was not allowed to make a comparison to the works focused only on the
segmentation. Thus it presented these results.
So the comparisons were made with the works focused on acute lymphoid leukemia
classification that used the ALL_IDB database and, four papers were used to compare the
results as they used ALL_IDB1 images in their tests. Table 4 shows the results reached
by each paper and the number of images used in the tests, which is a crucial information
as one of the characteristics of ALL_IDB is to present distinct lighting patterns and zoom
levels, making the development of a single method that works with same accuracy in the
complete database a complete different task than one which uses only a subset containing
a single lighting pattern or zoom level.
TABLE 4 – Accuracy of classification proposals compared to proposed method. Source:
the author
(VOGADO et al., 2017b) was the only work found that used the complete
ALL_IDB1 in its tests, making it the most suitable to make a comparison. There are two
big differences between their approach and the one presented on this work. The first one
is that (VOGADO et al., 2017b) extracted features from the complete image to make the
classification, while our approach aims to isolate and classify each leukocyte individually,
and then classify the complete image. The other difference that’s while they used only
features extracted by CNNs our approach uses CNN features, morphological and texture
to compose the feature vector.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that a feature vector that combines diverse repre-
sentation measures, such as texture, morphological and CNN features, generates the most
precise representation, being able to use a single classifier and reaching a very high accuracy.
Also, the feature selection phase shows that texture and CNN are more suitable for this
particular problem than morphological features, which was a common hypothesis, since the
specialists classify leukocytes based mostly on their nucleus shape, so the morphological
features are probably the most suitable to be used in this problem.
6.1 FUTURE WORKS
This section presents the future works that can be done as a sequel of this proposal,
making it more comprehensive as it was focused on the ALL detection, but leukocyte and
erythrocytes count would be a great addition as a segmentation refinement.
6.1.0.1 Test the proposed method in other databases
During the development of this work only ALL_IDB wsa used, even if presenting
several patterns of images, testing the proposed pipeline on images that don’t belong to
ALL_IDB will generate a better idea if the method works well only on ALL_IDB or if it
can be used on other blood smear images without suffering a huge impact.
6.1.0.2 Precise segmentation evaluation
As mentioned before we haven’t has access to the markings made by the specialists,
so as to precisely evaluate the segmentation phase, the idea is to contact the specialist
to do the masks in order to precisely evaluate this phase as well as one of the feature
works, once now it is presumed that the segmentation phase works better based on the
observations and the classification results.
6.1.0.3 Apply machine learning techniques in segmentation phase
As seen in (LODDO et al., 2016) machine learning methods can be used to
generate a very precise segmentation, but in their work there was the need of sub images
extracted manually in order to extract and train the classifier, which is a semi-automatic
method. Based on that, the segmentation phase for this work can be used to automatically
segment a great portion of the pixels that belong to each class, to further extract features
from them and use a classifier to generate a more precise segmentation.
6.1.0.4 Adapt the method to also count leukocytes
During the bibliography review, some interesting papers were found, which focused
on leukocyte counting, which is a more comprehensive approach, due to the fact that there
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are many other blood diseases that change the leukocyte population.
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